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UNH ·freshman
is out of coma

Alcoholpoisoning-.44 BAC

-- By Sabra Clarke
a campus fraternity Sigma .Phi
UNH freshmanJohn Deanna
Epsilon. The incident, _however?
was still recovering from acute
occurred at a local beach and was
alcohol .poisoning at the uni - not relateci" to the fraternity,
versity infirmary Weduesday,
according to Chesney.
according to Direcwr of Health
Three unidentified people ·
Services Dr. Peter Patterson.
brought him to the hospital
Deanna returned to the univerwhere he was immediately
sity on Tuesday and his condi- _ placed on a life supp~rt system.
_tion had improved since then,
Chesney, who was at the ~OsPatterson added.
pital, said that early Sunday
Deanna was admitted to the
morning he began responding.
intensive cai-e unit of PortsPatterson said that Health
mouth Hospital in a state of Services treats many alcohol
coma Saturday night.
related accidents and a frequent
According to a neighbor of amount of serious po-i soning.
the young man, the incident was
He stressed Health Services'
the result of a drinking game - policy of confidentiality in
in which Deanna and a friend dealing_ with alcohol relat~d
drank a half gallon of ·vodka in incidents.
(L to R) Craig ~vans, Rob Rodler, Officer McCann, and Robert Pierce. (Mark Ham:
45 minutes . Deanna's blood
"At first we thought it might
photo)
alcohol level was .44, according . have been a part of pledging,"
to Associate Director of Resi - said Chesney, but later added
dential Life Scott Chesney. This that the incident had nothing
is well above the official level to do with the fraternity.
of intoxication in New HampDeanna's mother sat on the
·
shire of .10.
corner of the bed in his dorm
Both Deanna and his friend,
room Wednesday morning talk_ ..
tailgating rules are r_neasure fr~ternity _or so_ror_(ty.
.
By Susan Smith.
are residents of lNTOXICATION, page 9
Accordrng to Pierce, there 1s Steve Smith,
New Hampsh1re State Liquor to stop .people from bemg hurt.
Alexander Hall and -pledging
Commissioner Robert Pi~rce Last year two students were hit no way that Y<;>u can get _around
admirted to lying about his . hy a drunk driver during Home- this l~w. Takrng donat1<;rns or
_ _ -chargrng for the _cup will not position,as a liquor commission- (.:oming weekend. ·
... er in .or4!'=r to gain -entrance rd_"' •-·u S:rudent~h:o arnJ,0uf}.td,br.~aki i )VOT-k, ancL,1~~h,-act1ol?s. hav~, R~t ·
parties, in _a n 6pen forur_n on .ing the rules during Homernrp':: •·swa~ up 1r'f ~a ·court of law yet,
Wednesday night. He said he ing will first be warned-and then he said.
Also addressed by the speakdenies his association with the issued summons for the law that
-commission when asked. by they are breaking. Officer ers were th~ students' con~erns
someone at the door of a party McCann, of -the Durham Police about the nght ?f the polIC~ to
if he's associated with the Liquor Department, who spok~ after enter the premises. Accordrng
1
Beaudoin said "What Durham to McCann, they often act upon By Adam McKeown
Commissioner s office.
some disagreement.
_ He defended his actions by Police D~pam~ent will be look- a noise comp~aint, or _in th~_case
. Germain said, "They. looked
The Student Activity Fee
likening the situation to a drug ing for and what we will be of Young Dnve pames, simply
the Field House renovation
into
currently
is
(SAFC)
Council
enforcement agent giving away enforcing is unlawful posses- see the hordes of people headmg
budget -as a requirement. While
down Route 108 towards Young undergoing an audit from the
his identity before making an sion."
university's Internal Con- they were there they decided to
.
Also brought up at the meet- Drive.
undercover bust,
He added,
They do not need a complamt troller's Office. The results of · look into us, too ."
Pierce shared this and other ing were the issues of t~e rights
was
controller
interim
"The
Germain;
Chris
said
audit,
this
facts with about 100 students of party-givers, especially fra- t? be_ able to check out the
much
how
see
to
surprised
eventually
will
organizer,
SAFC
at the "Party With the Law" ternities. Pierce explained that s1tuat1on, but can stop and look
money there was."
meeting in Hamilton Smith the problem with parties is not into it if th_ey drive b_Y and ~ee go to President Haal~nd for
Don Harley, SAFC Treasurer,
action.
_HaH on Wednesday night. Th_e only with breaking the law, but that there 1s something gorng ·
holds a similar view. "My un- ,
is
Fee
Activity
Student
The
o_nly
~eed
they
present,
Once
on.
_
lawsuit.
a
of
possibility
the
~eeting, presented by the Stu- with
derstanding is that the Field
dent Senate, was· an attempt to · According to Pierce, the per~ to see that the la_w 1s berng the $59 amount added on to each
House audit was an NCAA
clear up some of the confusion son who is holding the party and broken to_have the nght to enter student's bill. This money, some
requirement and in many colGermain,
to
according
$750,000,
about the legal rights of students supplying the keg is he)d re - the premises.
leges tlie student activity fee is
sponsible for any mishaps which . "You _ca_nnot break the law is used to finance student-run
where alcohol is involved. .
used to help fund athletic proMany students are espeoally may result from alcohol con- 10 th~. pr_1va\y of yo_ur_ own organizations such as the Stu- grams. My feeling is that this
concerned about the new Home- surri.ed at the party. In _New home, said Pierce. I_t 1s 1lleg~l dent Senate, MUSO, WUNH,
(SAFC) audit is a natural pro- _
coming rules, which prohibit · Hampshire the selling of alco- for parents to _serve w~ne to ~heir and The New Hampshire.
from that audit." ,
gression
it
d
au_
the
why
of
question
The
·
minors from entering A-lot and hol without a license is a mis -, 17 year old child he said, but that
in
is
place
first
the
in
began
a e 12
AUDIT,
·
·
.
1000
a$
to
subject
and
Boulder Field for tailgating, and demeanor
limits the time for tailgating fine.
· It becomes a felony when an ·
before the game.
"This is not-an us against you _"unnatural person" does_this.
situation," said Major Roger An "unnatural person" is deBeaudoin of_ Public Safety. - fined as a group, such as a
·
Be audoin said that the new

~ierce ~d.mit~ to lying ·. ·. ·

Liquor commissioner lies to get into parties
a

SA~C-au.~it

takillg place

Audit to evaluate fund use,

INSIDE
Homecoming festivities began this week.
. See story .on page 3.
Fin-d out why students transfer, flunk and
drop out of UNH. See story on page 3. Can't Cook? There is hope. See story on
page-9~

The MUB has new automat1c doors at the front entrance. (Antony E. Ray 'p hoto)
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Hockey first for Chalupnik
By Cindy Mathieson
age six she played hockey with' . winter go by fast. You live in
The first thing you put on her. brother on a team her father near complete darkness for ·a
month an9 even after chis you
before you go out on the ice are coached.
"I was my dad's _pride and joy. can't see the"sun because of all .
you_r knee pads. Pllll your long
socks up over them to hold them He took us to .a lot of hockey cHe irn fog. Some people went
- in place, said Heidi Chalupnik, schools. l wanted to be my best -crazy during the winter, but
left winger for the successful co show him chat it was worth ·Chalupnik loved it. ·
UNH women's hockey team: his time a.rid ,efforc,': said Cha~ _ "The ,winters in Alaska are·
beautiful. They are not as humid
·
Then hook your socks to a garter - lupnik.
It was hard being the only girl as down here 'i n the lower 48
belt which is around your waist.
Next put on grey Cooperalls at a_hockey school. She wa-s s·cates (the USA). Sometimes
· you can see the Northern Lights
which ate -protective girdles and ceased a lot.
Being on the boy's ice hockey as flourestem green. "They are
the blue shell that covers them ..
To protect your shoulders, wear team at her high school in vivid against the midnight sky,"
pads that' hang doy.,ri like a Fai.rbanks was a lot easier. - said Chalup_nik.
For someone who loves to
dickie. Then make sure that your "Those were the best times,"
elbow pads, your shin guards;· said Chal1:1pnik.-She was the first hike, ski,, camp, fish and play
your skates .and your gloves ~re · -girl i_n Alaska to accompany her ·- hockey, the Alaska winters are
·
on. Don't forget your mouth high school team to the Alaska _ not so bad.
Although she loves Alaska,
,piece, ]:i~lmet, mask and uni- State Championships, a1;1d ·w in . . .
.
She had a good relationship Chalupnik is glad to be in New ·
form. ·
Jump over 'the board that with the other players, because England · and playing for a
separates you from the rink and many of them were childhood talented varsity team . .Her
glide ·onto the ice. Then you friends. "They treat you like a - coach, Russ McCurdy is also glad
skate all-out dqwn the length little sister, stick up for you, she's here.
After seeing a video tape of
of the Snively arena, turn around prdfect you," said Chalupnik.
Playing some of the away her playing on the boy's hockey
and do it again for five minutes
at the beginning of each prac- . teams like Anchorage was roug1l teall]., McCurdy encouraged her
tice. This is called ,the, "Die or because Chalupnik stood un'ly to apply . for admittance to
be killed drill," by Coach Russ - shoulder h,igh to a lot of players. UNH. "She looked like she
Checking at chest level was could .handle hers~lf really well
.
McCurdy.
The vigorous combination of legal, but because of her height; on the' ice," said McCurdy.
Some people have an athletic.
passirig, shooting, stickhandling she was knocked down a lot.
and, the "Die or be killed drill," Being the only girl on a boy's sense and some people don't.
are only part -of what makes hockey ream, you have to learn Chalupnik is one who does. "I
thi'nk her anticipation is exChalupnik one of the best play- to stick up for yourself.
Her only major injury oc- traordin,ary,1' said McCurdy. ·
ers on the UNH women's ice
In hockey anticipation is .
curred when her arm was brokhockey team.
She grew up in Fairbanks, en during a tough check against important. She knows where
Alaska playing"hock~y in twenty_ the boards. The next season she to be an~ she's there waiting
for the puck when it gets there.
below zero weather with all the was playing again.
One of the things that her
Blaying ho_ckey makes the
boys in her n~ighb?_r~C>od. At .

close friend Andria H_unter
chinks makes- Ch~lupnik so-,
effective is that she doesn't hog _
the puck. "She's unselfish with
·
the puck."
Chalupnik considers herself
a better team player than an · .
individual player. She would
rather take the puck down to
the goal with somebody else
.
than by herself.
_, ·Hunt:et and Chahipnik share

a .lot ,lfl .commc,:n.. .They b-o~h
p~ayed oµ -bqy's c_eams as child- ·:
ren, they are roQm-maces, and
they play the UNH front line
on the ice hockey team.
What .is, the . best part . of
playing on a team th.at didn't
lose once the first four years of
its ex:istence? For Chalupnik it
is the aggressive feeling. "I love
the action up in frqnt of the n~t." ·

1•',
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Haunted house shocks
SWAT seizes I00lbs. of
Strike coriies to an .end;
Union to take owners to· .volunte~r worker,~,not weed in Sutton Drug lab
spectators
court
A state police SWAT team confiscated more than
100 pounds of marijuana, several automatic weapons,
Spectators attending a Greenfield, Wisconsin,
The NFL :Players Association has called off its
uncovered a secret basement drug-processing
and
seemed
r
e
fondrais·
house
haunted
Dimes
of
March
·
bargaining
in
failure
a
24-day-old strike, citing
with a hidden assault rifle in
booby-trapped
lab
Sunday
act
good
a
on
putting
was
Keul
Kevin
think
to
while filing an antitrust suit against the owners
Sutton, NH, Wedne.sday night. ·
display,
Docto('
"Mad
the
in
head
severed
a
as
Gene
chief
union
to
according
in Minneapolis,
Police arrested Daniel Noiles, 39, of Sutton, and
but in reality the 19-year..,old volunteer was being
Upshaw. ·
c4arged him with possession of fllOre than a poun·d _
Players returned to camps yesterday, .but win , electrocuted due to his accidental entanglement
of marijuana and co'nspiracy to sell marijuana, both
- in wires leading to an electrical prop. - ~ ~ , _.·
neither play nor get paid for this Sunday's games.
felonies.
space
cra\Yl
a
entered
had
native
The Milwaukee
The union called an end to the strike after over
The- raid occured shortly after 6 p .m. An officer
.
a
as
stream
and
hole
a
through
head
his
.peek
to
100 players returned to their respective teams this
with an M-16 rifle kicked in the door after
armed
his
when
trouble
into
ran
but
hea4,
decapitated
- week and the bottorri fell out of the bargaining due
his presence and agents stormed the
announcing
·
from
running
wires
in
tangled
me
a
bec.
shoelace
to lack of support.
several trash bags of marijuana, .
seizing
house,
.
antennatelevision
a
display,
Ladder"
the-'Jacob's
The players return to the game having won not
ammunition, and a 100-pound
weapons,
automatic
moves
electricity
of
arc
an
which
in
apparatus
type
one of their issues, which include player contracts,
nce used to cut cocaine'.
subsca_
a
Manitol,
of
keg
wires.
two
between
. the college draft, and the reserve system. Upshaw
sec;:ond man was questioned as
unidentified
An
.
said.
Keul
jolted,"
got
just
I
moved,
I
way
"Every
the
in
addressed
be
will
said each of these matters
well, but had not be~11 officially charged at press
'They thought it.was part of the act." '.fhe spectators
suit.
· ·· ·
,'.: · · ··
· . · ,:
· ·
finally realiz~d something was wrong when he . . time.
resorted to foul langua·g e iri. the family-oriented
attraction. .
Keuf was able to free himself only after the power
supply to the house was shut off. He was taken
to St. Luke's Hospital, where he was held overnight
•·
for observation.

Nobel Prize awarded for
unlocking· sup.e rco·n·~UC~
tor secret

Two Swiss scientists whose breakthrough just
last year in the long-dormant field of superconductivity were awarded the _Nobel Prize in Physics
-Wednesday by the Royal Swedish Academy of
Sciences who praised the scientists' work by. saying
it has "set off an avalanche" in the profession.
The scientists, K. Alex Miller and J. Georg
Bednorz, discovere.d a complete loss of electrical
resistance in a fragment of ceramic at temperat_ures
far higher than ever before., something, most
specialists had giv~ri up as an impossibility. ·
-One year ago, high-temperature superconductivity
was nothing .more than -an unconfirmed and
uncertain laboratory· result .that had appeared in
.~ ; e a d German journal.
1

.....

....

Explosion injures
26 iri San Fran Ch1ila·town

Bomb -hidden in U.S.
office injures_8 in Spain

'A bomb hicfden on the stairs of a Barcelona office
building by Catalonian separatists blew out the
d?ors of the U.~--C?nsulate. Wednesday~ injuring
eight people, off1cials and news reports _sa1d.
A caller to the regional Diari de Barcelo-n a claimed
responsi~ility for the blast on behaif of the separatist
·An explosion· from a San Frandsco kitchen shot
group Tierra Libre, or "Free Land" organization. a '.'b~ll of fire'; into a packed restaurant in the heart
The condition o.f the injured was riot listed as
patr<~ns,
26
d
i':1jure_
and
,ednesday
~
· of Chin~town
se~ious~ according to a city hall spokeswoman. Aside
pe<;lestn~ns, and employees with flames, flymg
from those injured, the damage also included the
glass, d~bris, and smoke.
. The ll: 15 a.m: blast blew out a huge plate gla~s · destruction of the consulate's entrance doors and
_
·
. :window along rhe front of ~he building, engulfing _ several shattered windows.
atta~ks
l"?omb
Qf
r!eS
e
s:
a
staged
h~s
grnup
The
.
- it in flam~s and ser;iding terrified diners fleeing.
m Barcelona, the region's capital, since j,r su_rfaced .
. It took about 30 'minutes .to douse the flames at
'- · ·
1980. ·
in
Damage
. the two-story brick and wood stru.c ture.
..
..
was estimated at $250,000.

Vi,
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SnclCk bar calledthe Wildcatessen

,

PAGE THREE

\

By Mary Tamer
image we wanted to promote,"
At long last, a name has been . said Roderick. .
found for the snack bar which
Hannah Dawson, manager
: will open in the basement of of Planning and Nutritional
Stillings next semester.
, Services, agreed with Roderick
·"The Wildcatessen"· was the on the making of the decision.
"Several entries were the
~inning name-picked out of the
300 student entries that had same. The food committee narbeen submitted to the dining rowed them down to twenty and
halls since the contest began. then to three. 'The WildcaAll entries had been reviewed tessen' was . the one .t_he_food
by the dining hall managers and committee preferred.''.
The two runner up ·e ntries
members of the food committee.
Steve Roderick, Chairperson were "The Wild Side" and "The
· of the Student Senate's Dining Rustic Cat Cafe". The first place
Council, said he didn't find it winner, senior ·chris Wuerdhard to pick the winner.
mann, will receive $50 gift
"There were a small number certificate to the snack bar.
of obscene entries, like 'Snacks
Wuerdmann was unavailable
and S--t.' A lot of them were for comment'.
inappropriate or didn't fit the

a

Wacky Olympians wheel barreled their way to fun on Wednesday. (MarkJiamilton photo)

UNHawarded funds
for AIDS programs

Wacky OlympiCs
begin Homecoming

By Antony E. Ray
The University Health Services Department · has been
3:warded $10,800 for its . A.I.D.S
Prevention Education and Risk
Reduction Plan. The plan ~ill
saturate the campus and surrounding communities with
accurate A.l.D.S.-related information to replace current myths
and unsubstantiated fears about
the disease with truthful info~mation, according to coordinator of the program and U niversity Health Educator Elizabeth
MacDonald.
The program will be in "high
gear" by November 1, said
MacDonald. Several interns
trained in sexual health and
A.I.D.S prvention are being ·
hired to give talks all over
campus, she added.
·
A professional counselor is
also being hired to speak with
students before and after having
an A.I.D.S. test.
Audio visual materials and
_paII?phlets from sever~l organ1zat1ons such as the Center For
Disease Control and the American College Health Association
have also been ordered, MacDonald said. In addition, some
literature will be sent out to all
students, facultv. and staff of

th~ university,' according to
By Annabelle Freeman
given out to the winners.
MacDonald.
The Wacky Olympics and
Students hopped, stumbled,
Health Services is planning
and leaped across the lawn several other activities like it
on having four to six programs
beside Murkland Hall Wednes- this week are part of an effort
per week that will be "interestday 'afternoon to the cheering to steer students away from
ing," to get people to ask
of an excited crowd during the homecoming as a drinking
questions, MacDonald said.
"Wacky Olympics" held as part event, according to HomecomThese will be given in classof the weeklong homecom.ii::ig .ing Committee member Ron
rooms, the Greek syste.rp., and
Hirtle.
·
festivities.
·
· all of the other organized
"I think it'.s great that we're
The
cheerleading
team
came
branches of the university such
in first with thei'r performance stressing good, clean fun," said .
as Residential Life and Dining
, .
,in ,the ball hop. and "dizzy" ·bat Hirtle.
Services.
Law~ng said that the Homerelay races, where "you run up
The more people know abnnL_ - - - - - - - to the bat, spin around it ten coming Committee is getting
A.I.D.S the less likely they are
times until you' re so dizzy you tremendous support from the
to get it, says Director of Health
can't see anything, and then you administration -for their activServices Dr. Peter Patterson.
try to run back," said Freshman ities, but "we didn't do this just
In San Francisco the numbers
because of the new tailgating
Treacy Brine.
are going down because of safer
The Wacky Olympics, spon- regulations. There's just not
sex measures, according to
sored by ROTC and the Home- enough going on during HomePatterson. "They have seen so
coming Committee, consisted coming."
many of their friends die".
"There's more to fun than just
. of six "fun and silly" relay races
_One popular · falacy about
aimed at boosting the home- drinking," said Lawing.
A.I.D.S. is that it can be· trans"Basically we've got a bunch
coming spirit, according to
mitted by mosquitos, according
Student Activities Program of kids here who are really
to Patterson. However "ever' excited for Homecoming," said
Advisor Anne Lawing.
ything points against ·it," said
Students interested in par- sophomore Ned Woody from
Patterson.
ticipating could sign up before a group of che~ring teammates.
"It's not like Yellow Fever
In the past, homecoming was
the event. ATO and -Alpha Chi
or Malaria where the virus
Omega, the UNH che_erleaders, just the parade, bonfire, and
grows in the insect," she .said.
Williamson dormitory, and football game. This year, the
The only way a person can get
- ROTC made up the four teams Homecoming Committee ded- the disease is by getting the virus
that raced for the painters hats icated the entire week to games
- into their blood stream, Patterand activities, according to
AIDS, page 9
MACDONALD
LIZ
Lawing. _
Tuesday was the "spirit contest" in front of Thompson Hall, ·
and yesterday the most widely
signed up evennakes place, the
"bed races." During this activity,
teams of six, decked in their
By Christine.Danko
appealing to the students."
According to Sarah Seder, the ly on evaluations and student pyjamas, race a teammatt: on
In an effort to keep as many
"The committee is divided associate director of the TASK feedback.
top of their bed to the finish line,
enrolled UNH students as pos- into four categories: advising, . center, the report sent out by
According to Scenna, more · actording to Lawing.
sible, the university has formed orientation,- acad-emic and in- the committee, "is a very, im- emphasis should be put on· the
"So far it's been great. The
the Student Retention Commit- structional programs and ad-: portant and valid report."
mid-semester progress reporr,s kids have been fantastic,'' said ·
tee. The committee, formed in ministration/' she said.
The different subcommittees freshmen get. "It's important Lawing. ·"I want to make home1986, periodically resea-rches
The category Scenna is in- will all come together for a for students to know where they coming week a tradition.
Espethe reasons students drop out, volved in, academic and instruc- meeting on October 27, when stand before their grades come
cially now, in the fall it's just
transfer, or flunk.
tional programs, goal "is to try they will discuss their ideas out."
perfect for this kind of fun and
The committee then pub- • to bring the students and the r~garding the different categoThe committee would like to games."
lishes a report of its findings faculty closer together. A lot of . nes.
emphasize its importance. A lot
Next year, Lawing hopes for
and makes further recommen- the faculty would like to get • The committee i_s also looking of the teachers don't send back
more
off campus students to get
d~.tions for the administration. more involved in students' rnto the general educatton · grades because it is a lot of
involved.
lives.~·
At the moment, the UNH
courses at the university. They paperwork, Scerina said.
"I wish I had heard about the
studtnt retention level is avTo accomplish this the com- want to try to get the best
Scenna would also like to see· games before," said off campus
erage for the·category it is placed mittee wol,lld like to see more teachers available to teach them. a Student Retention Task force
Junior Heidi Borin. "It sounds
in regarding the selectivity of student and faculty mixings like
The problem with this is that formed in addition to the Stu- •like something everyone should
admissions.
student/ faculty dinners, dorm most teachers like· to teach the den·t Retention Committee.
According to S-en_a tor Mi- tours, and also the fireside more specialized courses. Anoth- This would be "more on a get involved in."
"I think it's great," said Intern
chelle Scenna, who is a member program; "The goal is to en- er problem is in deciding who , student level." She has propo~ed
for
Student Activities Carol
of the executive board of the hance the teaching atmosphere, the best teachers are. To do this the idea to the Senate and hopes
Mooney. 'Tm glad everyone
committee, the main goal is to make it more po.sitive."
the committee would rely most- it will be formed.
here is having sue~ a good time."
make the University "more.

Student Retention Committee formed

· /
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What are you doing before the football gilrne
on Saturday as an alternativ e to tailgating?

ul'm probably going to a
.party instead." ·

Lori LeGrow
,
Sophomore
·. Business Administration

"I'll be tailgating in my
own driveway, and then .
I'll catch the first half of _
the game before hockey
practice. "
Steve Horner
Junior
Business Administration

~Tll probably just hang
out with my friends and
then go to the game." ·
Kristen Start
Junior
History

'll'll tailgate.until.the time
permits, then afterwards
I'll probably go home and
reminisce with old friends."
Dan McCarthy
Senior
Economics

.

.
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RAGE FIVE

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16
Mid-Semester Last day to withdraw from the University without receiving grades of WP or WF.
HOMECOMING WEEK - Trivia ·contest sponsored by
Congreve Hall. Information: Office of Student Activities,
862-.1001.
NH INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR .- "Contemporary
Brazilian Politi.cs ." Rene Dreifuss, U niversidade Federal
Fluminese. Alumni Center, 4 p.m.
.

I

WOMEN'S (ROSS COUNTRY - vs. Providence/Connectic ut,
4p.m.
HOMECOMING WEEK - Bonfire-& Pep Rally. March begins
at 6:30 p.m. in Area I; t<? Area III by 6:45 p .m.;_ ends at 7
p:m. in Lower Quad, with a Pep Rally featuring UNH
·
.
. .,
cheerleaders and football team.
LO JAI CONCERT - Traditional Music from Ce,ritral France.
Four worldwide respected musi~ians _us_ing such instr~ments
as the hurdy-gurdy, pipes, accordian, v10lm and flutes. R1Chards
Auditorium, Murkland Hall,_ 8 p.m., UNH un~ergrad s~udents
with ID, $3; general $6. Tickets at MUB Ticket Qffice and
·
rat door.
\

Italian ciao was served in the dining halls on Monday.(Craig Parker photo)

Mixed review s f<>r dinner
,,

.

adapt the Romagnoli's recipes
By Beth Severance
Some students · found the so they could feed the expected
Italia·n dinner in the dining halls . 5,000 people Monday night.
· Director of Dining Services
Monday to be somewhat of .a
disappointment, hut a welcome Ingeborg Lock said the dinn_e r
·went well overall, and she
change from the usual meals.
The meal was the second. "heard n~thing but good things
·dinn~r in the ongoing series, from the students and outside
"Great Cooks on Ca·mpus," ' visitors."
Sophomore Tanya Miller, an
which featured the Italian .creations of reknowned cooks Fran- Italian, said that "the meal didn't
taste very Italian, my grandco and Mar'g a-ret Romagnoli.
The first dinner, pl~nned by mother would be rolling over
French chef Madeleine Kam- in her grave." She said that the
man, was recently named the minestre pasta fagioli was sup"Best Event in the Nation" by posed to be a soup and there

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17
HOMECOMING WEEK PARADE - Floats begin iining up
on Strafford Avenue Exten_sion, 8:30 a.m., parade begins
at 11 a.m: end~ng in lot behind Alexander.
l0K HOMECOMING ROAD RACE - Mast road, by A Lot
near Field House, 9 a.m. Information: Rec Sports ·862 -2031.

ist and he was a filmmai<.er. She
was an American, a graduate
UNH FLUTE DAY - with The Vermont Flute Ensemble
and Peggy Vagts. Master classes, concerts and exhibits, Paul
from the University of WisconArts, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
sin, and was in Rome as a part
of the Marshal plan, which she
HOMECOMING WEEK - Jazz Brunch.Dining .Halls, 10
·explained was meant to "help
a.m.
feet
their
on
back
get
to
nations
economically."
HOMECOMING WEEK PRE-GAME EVENT - "Music,
After they were married and
Muffins, and More" featuring Now-Sound Express in
had children, che movie station
East/West Park immediately following parade, lT:30 a_m .
Mr. Romagnoli worked.for went
to 1 p.m. _
on strike, and as Mr?.' RomagWOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY - vs. Massachusetts, noon_.
noli explained, "you can't feed
your kids on movies for six
FOOTBALL - vs. Northeastern, 1 p.m .
months." In 1955,they moved
co Bosron where Mr. Romagnoli
SYMPOSIUM - "Past, Present, and Future," discussi?n on
;.~.G J3I;I, f-l1.a;1v:}e 1. ,Z,.• ~ · ,. gfobah~:
.wcp;J<tq·J~ ~
m.vir-onmemaL i;.hreats,, conduct.ed•,by: ,Earth Scienrn-s
setting up their movie section
Professor Paal Mayewski, director of UNH' s Glacier Researc~
she pulled an entire squid out for about five years.
Group_ Willinclude videotape of expedition to Iceland. AlumQ:J.
of her meal, and felt nauseous
When the Romagnolis suggested
Center, 1:30 to 3 p.m., $5. Register Info: 862-2040. Open
afterwards.
co public.
that the station do a cooking
The Romagnolis were at series, they were asked to be on
DINNER/BUFFET - UNH goes back to the Future (4
Huddleston dining hall from · camera. '.We thought they were
Fabulous Feast) presented by Hotel _4Q3 and beverage class.
6:30 to 7:15 p.m. to mingle with crazy," Mr. Romagnoli said, 'but
State Room,· MUB, Hors d oeuvre 5 to 6 p.m.,
Granite
prothe
observe
students and
it ·. turned out to be .a success-.''.
6 to 8 p.m., $12. Tickets at MUB. Ticket Office:_
dinner/buffet
ceedings. They complimented
After that cam~ th.ree cookthey
that
saying
taff
s
,
kitchen
the
books, and at the suggestion of
HOMECOMING MUSICAL JAZZ EXTRAVAGANZA ·
"did ,a marvelqus job." .
a friend they opened a restauUNH Vocal Jazz Ensemble, UNH Jazz Combo and Nf:I
When the Romagnolis first r.a nt, The Romagnolis' Table ·
Notables present a nigl1t of jazz. Jo~nson Theater, Paul Arts,
met in Rome she was ·a journal- in Boston.
·
8 p.m., students $4, general $5. Tic~kets at door and MUB
·
,
Ticket Office, _862-2290.

::~;t61Yij~ti~ ~tbtrftJt/J~t5fJ},-~: JY~~i;~~;iqi~jbf~f,B~a~}J~IJ,.
1

, Services.
Hannah Dawson, UNH Nu, trition Services Manager, initiated the program last spring.
"" She said she was originally
concerned because of the shortag~ of kitchen staff, but added
that everyone worked v_ery hard.
The_staff came in on Saturday
in order to help clean and
prepaie the food.which indµded
450 p,o unds ~f squid. It was
Dawson's responsibility to

1

Public Safety ·gettin g busy

By Chris Pollet ·

A domestic squabble in Forest will .appear in Durham District
· As the weather has gotten Park took place on October 12 Court.
colder, Public Safety has- found involving a female friend and
A female student called UNH
itself getting busier with nu-_ a male friend. No physical police on October 13 stating a .
merous incidents across campus. contact occurred but the argu- male, approximately 40 years
Officers responded to a dis- ment was intense. and loud.
of age, was disturbing her ·
ruption in Randafl Hall on
The male was asked to leave through conversation_ ·
October 11 involving a domestic by officer~ and was told to r~turn
The incident took place at
squabble in which another male only upon the resident's request. 2:15 a.m. in the 24 hour room
had. stepped into and a confroFour people were charged at the library. After being
nation ensued.
with unlawful possession of located, the sµbject was asked
Hall staff was involved and alcohol over the weekend and to leave by officers.
consequently filed Judicial Board
charges. Property was damaged
The New Hampshire ·{ USPS 3 79-?80) is publis?ed and discribu~~ds~·dii- -:
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in R?om
in the fight and the male is being
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. B.~.s1~ess
charged with crimminal miOffke hours: Mond~y - Frid~ 10"'.im ~ 2 pm. Academic year s~bs~nptton:
schief.
Z4 . ..iv Third dass .postage p1111d a_t. O~~harn, NH 038_24. A?vemsers should
In the morning hours of that
cneck their ads tile hrst~,J:)'· The New:.: Hampshir~ w1ll 1~ no case be
responsible for typogtaph•~a:l.or other errors, but will reprint_ that .P~rt
same day, a male subject was
of an advertisement in wh ich-a typographic.al err:or appears, if not1f1ed
causing problems and became
i'mmediatdy. POSTMASTER: send add'res~ changeno _The N_ew Hamp~h,re,
physically abusive to the ~ublic
1.5-l MUB, UNH, Durham, NH:.03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue
Safety who had responded.
i:>y }<,",n4TribMne Biddefo!'d, Ma:i"qe ..
, The subject w·as placed iff
protective custody and taken to
County Jail after being charged
FRENCH-ITALii'\N FILM SERIES. - "Bicycle Thief." Room
with resisting detention and
ll0, Murkland, 7 p.m., $1.
assaulting an officer.
UNH police assisted Lee
FA CUL TY LECTURE SERIES - "Subordinates and Leader:s:
Working Relation_ships," Eugen_e Bocialet_ti, Assistant
Police on October 12 in an
Professor of Orga01zat10nal Behavior. Alumni Center, 7 :30
incident invofving a burglary
p.m.
suspect hiding in Randall Farm.
· The suspect was carrying a large
SERIES - David Seiler, clarinet, and
knife and was eventually dis- , FACULTY CONCERT
Christopher Kies, piano. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
,
armed and arrested.

HOMECOMING DANCE - Back to the Future Dance,
featuri_ng the Shihons. MUB Pub, 8 p.m: to midnight, free·
,
with ID, $2 for non-students.
for UNH students
.,,,, '
-·
~

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18
SEACOAST NHMT A RECITAL - Bratton Recital Hall, Paul
'
.
Arts, 3 p.m.
MUSO FILM - "Some Like it Hor_" Strafford Room, MUB,
7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.
DNH SYMPHONIC BAND AND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA.- Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p_m.

-MONDAY,OCTO BER 1-9
GERMAN FILM SERIES - "Maedchen in Uniform." Room .
·
110, Murkland, 7 p.m., $1. ·, ,· ' '
RUSSIAN FILM SERIES - "A Nest of Gentlefolk." Forum
Room, I)imond Library, 7 p.m., $1.
TRADITIONAL JAZZ SERIES - Mike Markaverich, solo
piano. Strafford Room, MUB, 8 p.m., ,students $3, general
$5. Tickets at MUB :ricket'Office.

TUESDAY,OCTOB ER20
.

.

-

.

HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES - "The Crisis of the Fifth
Century: Plato and Euripides," Charles H. Leighton, Spanish
an9- Classics. Room 201, Murkland, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
STUDENT RECITAL #1 - Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts,
·
1 p.m.
MEN'S SOCCER - vs: Boston University, 3 p.m.
. RUSSIAN FILM SERIES - "A Nest of Gentlefolk." Forum
Room, Library, 4 p.m., $1.
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NOTICES
ACADEMIC
'.'GETTING INTO GRAD SCHOOL" WORK - .
SHOP: Sponsored by Association for Women in
science. Information on decision making, appli cations, and fin~ncial support._Open to all students
in life, social and physical sciences, and economics.
Thursday, October 29, 4th floor Conference Room,
Science and Engineering Resea_rch Building, 7 p.m.

ATHLETICS & RECREATION
OPEN REC SKA TING: Open skating at Snively
Arena, noon to 1 p.m. on Mondays and Wednesdays .
Friday is stick practice only (Helmets required) .
JUDO CLUB: Sponsored by Dept. of Recreational
Sports. If you are interested in learning and
practicing Judo, the newly formed Judo Club meets
twice weekly and is open to all students, s~aff, and
faculty. Information: 862-2031.
SECOND- QUARTER PHYSICAL EDUCATION
CLASSES: Second-quarter Winter Physical Education Elective Activity classes will begin on
Monday, October 26, 1987. Students electing skating
and ice hockey MUST provide their own equipment.

GENERAL

INXS CONCERT WITH NEWMAN: Sponsored ·
by SCOP~. Sunday, November 8, Field House, doors
open at 7_:30 p.m:, students $11 .50, non-stu_d ents
·$15 . Tickets on sale at MUB Ticket Office 10. a.m:
to 4 p.m. Mon-Fri.

HEALTH
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS fyiEETING (WOM- _
EN ONLY): For Women concerned about their
drinking or drug use. Fridays; 2nd floor, Conference
Room, Hood House, noon to 1 p.m.
AL-ANON MEETING (OPEN): Individuals affected by another's use of alcohol or other drugs.
Mondays , Room 21, Library, noon to 1 p.m.
ALCOHOLI CS J\NONYMOUS MEETING
. (OPEN): For individ_uals concerned about their
drinking or drug use . Mondays, Tuesdays, Wed nesdays, and Thursdays, 2nd floor, Conference
Room, Hood House, noon to 1 p.m.

MEETINGS
WOMEN'S CENTER MEETING: Come join the
women's center on Mcrnday evenings for open
informal meetings . Monday, October 118, Room
_
110-A, MUB, Women's Center, 6:30 p .m.

DIVERSITY CONFERENCE SPEAKERS: The
follo~ing events are a part of the upcoming
Diversity Conference: Julian Bond, civil rights
leader and former Georgia state Senator, Wed nesday, October 28, Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. ''An -OPTOMETRY INFORMATIONAL MEETING :
Evening with Maya Angeleou," poet, writer, and Spon~ored by Premedical/Predental Advisory
actress, author of "I Know Why the Caged Bird . Committee. Rita Frumento, Assoc. Director of
Sings." Thursday, October 29, Johnson Theater, Admissions, SUNY, State College of Optometry,
8 p.m. Dr. Mary Francis Berry, professor of history will speak about optometry _as a career and will
and law, and a senior fellow in the Institute for give students insight .into admission procedures
the US Civil Rights Commission. Friday, October and requirements needed to pursue a health related
30, Johnson Theater, 11 a.m. All of these events career. Tuesday, October 20, Room 14, floor b,
·
are free ( no tickets necessary) and open to the public. Dimond Library, 3 p.m.
' ·
lnformation: Kathy Lacasse. 862 -2050.

NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMIT. TED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV-

ITIES, ROOM .322, MUB. (Observe deadlines
ori proper forms)

Barbara Cooper is pictured with Robert Shattuck,
Phi Beta Kappa scholar who spoke in the library yesterday.
(Antony E. Ray ph<;>to)

I

War at its worst.
M en at their best.

~ ~ PARAM0 U~T PICTURE

Tremblay receives
award for research
I

By Nicole Finch

added that his professor, -Dr.
While most college students Ihab Farag (Chemical Engineerare uncertain about their future, ing Dept.), would have preone UNH student has paved the ferred if he had won first or
way to an. excellent future in a second place. After graduation
rapidly growing field. David Tremblay intends to go on to
Tremblay, a Chemical Engine~ r- ·grad school and then he would
ing senior from Merrimack -eventually get a job in the
N .H., represented UNH at the biotechnical field.
annual presentation competi- · Farag was more than ecstatic
ti~n of the New England Sec~ion "ai;>out his student:§ success. ·"lje
of the American · Society -of did an excellent job," said Farag.
Engineering Educators (ASEE) . He said Tremblay explained and
There were students from ten communicated the problem
schools, all competing for the well. Farag felt that this comtop three pla~es.
petition was an excellent op Tremblay, along with three portunity to give UNH students
other Chem.E. seniors, have exposure.
been researching the application
The members in Tremblay''s
of biotechnology in the treat- group, who helped with the
ment of wastewater. The com- research, included: Shawn Capetition was based Of\ their vanagh, Jeff Markiewicz, and
research, effective delivery of Laura Thompson.
·
the material and question hanFunding for this project was
dling. In the end, Tremblay was . provided by the UNH undesigselected to receive third place na ted gift funds, Tech ocean
and a $100 check.
projects, UNH Research D.eWhen asked how he felt about .,velopment Council, hubba-rd
winning third place, Tremblay funds, CEPS Dean's off ice, and
said that he was very happy with the Chemical Engineering Dept.
the prize and then he· jokingly

Shattuck discusses proverb
By Antony Ray

--ALL MATS $1.'15 - ALL EVES sz~so

David Tremblay, se,:iior-Chein. . E., won a coveted award. (Mark
Hamilton photo)

intensive _psychological ana Nicaraguan Rebels, the contras,
Phi Betta Kappa Scholar sociological explanations for without the approval of ConRoger Shattuck analyzed the their violent actions, according gress. Regan said if you knew
what was going on regarding
underlying proverb "to under- · to Shattuck.
Reasoning that · if one is this case there was no guilt,
stand all is to forgive all" in
Nathaniel Hawthornes' Billy totally understood they are according to Shattuck.
Shattuck did not address
Budd, Albert Camus' The forgiven is a position that is used
Stranger, and William Shakes- today to escape punishment, wheJher or not such reasoning
peare's Othello during his lec- says Shadduck. Shattuck cited is right or wrong but said the
ture yesterday afternoon in the the pardon from prqsecution argument h_as been going on
·
·
Forum Room of the Dimond of Richard Nixon for Water- forever.
·
Library.
. Shatt uck is a faculty member
gate, the illegal breaking into
The lecture was sponsored the Democratic National Head- · at the University of Virginia.
by the Phi Beta Kappa Honor quarters in 1973, that followed He has written several books
including Marcel Proust, which
society's Beta Chapter of New his confession as as example.
Hampshire.
Shattuck also used the stance won a National Book Award in
Shattuck said readers often of Chief of Staff Donald Regan 1975.
Shattuck was warmly received .
find the primary characters who during the Iran-Contra congresare murderers in these stories · sional investigations which by .the standing room only
innocent. This is because the were aimed at placing guilt upon audience of professors and
authors make us empathetic to those responsible-for the sale students.
_these characters by offering of U.S. arms to Iran to fund the

rn (·.i :
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Council acquaints
·alumni, students

UNH ambassadors are a: liason bet~een the stude~ts and the alumni. (Mark Ha~ilton photo)

Letters to the
editor should be
typed and
signed an4 must
include an ~ad.:..·
. dress and tele.,.
phon~ number
for verification.

· By Donna Huber
allowed to walk on the sidewalk .
_With Homecoming Weekend in-front of the President's house.
quickly_approaching, one c'an So obviously there was much
expect the campus t .o be more of a formal atmosphere."
swamped with UNH alumni,
The Student Ambassadors are
reminiscing on years past. The funded by the Alumni Center
Student Am.bassador Council and the Development Budget.
is a way for the alumni to get A new program, , called the
acquainted with current stu- 1, Senior Giving Program ' may
dents and administration.
begin this year. Seniors will be
All alumni are eligible to be · asked to pledge money .over a
·
a part of the council. David Gray; five ,Year period.
a junior Communications major,
"This program has been sucis the coordinator of the Student cessful at many universities.
Ambassadors.
People aren't in the habit of
He explains, "It serves as a going to institutions as much
resource for alumni to talk to as they would, say, fifteen years
people . Alumni _like to talk to ago. Universities depend on
people in the University. They alumni contributions."
feel they know mote about life
The council now has forty
here at UNH."
members and is looking for
The Ambassadors host func- approximately. fifteen more
tions to include the students, ambassadors who will take the
alumni and administration. "It's place . of graduating . seniors.
great for students who want to They are trying to target stube involved with administration dents, especially freshmen and
and the alumni center. I've met sophomores who aren't in -.
a lot of tnteresting people I volved in many other activities.
wouldn't have 9rdinarily met, "It really takes a lot of time and
and heard a lot of great stories dedication," he said.
about-the uld life at UNH."
Gray concluded by s~ying,
When asked _about such a "We're trying to promote the
story, Gray commented, "I met University, to students and
this woman who graduated alumni and we want them to feel
about 45 years ago. She told me good about UNH."
that students weren't even
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Beyond War group joins the University ·c ommunity. (Mark
·
Hamilton hoto)

WE ARE GROWING.

********************

New England's· most innovative and dynamic convenience store chain is on the move once
·again. Our new Dover and Durham locations will prove to be the area's premier retail,openi. tions. We need enthusiastic individuals to work on 01;1r day, evening, and night shifts. As a
Store 24 Customer Service Representative you'll enjoy responsibilities apd neighborhood interaction other jobs can't offer.

· ~ USED CARS~
#1 in Quality, Dependability and Service

We are offering up to $5.00 per hour a~ter 30 days.

Subaru DL-3850
Automatic_::; powersteering,· low .
· · · ·· '
miles

Our new stores are located at:
2 Back River Road
Dover
(Formerly Garrison's)

-~

121 Stark Avenue
Dover
(Formerly Hoppy,-'s)

5-7 Madbury Road
Durham
(Formerly Pettee Brook Market)

Durham
rt. 108

-- . 1?84 C-30 Rack Body - 7995
.8cylinder, .wood ra,~k ·

Spdg. tnpke

·~. ;,ED 'BYRNES

An Equal Opportunity :Employer

You can get there faster at Store ·2 4

have never
been lower. CALL.

1985 Chevy X -11 (:oupe - 4995
Automatic, AM/ FM stereo - -

Pat Lasky
530 Central Avenue
Dover

-~~ 1;11

- October prices

198'.H;fonda Civic - 2995_
.5 spee~ AM/ FM stereo

You'll also enjoy • complete training • employee discounts • health benefits • flexible
hours• and management that cares. All we require is that you are over 18, have plenty of energy
·
and enjoy people.

Please apply in person to:

Now THROUGH

'\,1984 f<>'rd Mustang-:61~0.,+. ''·--,.,Automatic; AC, 14,000 'rililes '

.rt. 16 _

THE USED CAR STORE
'

;·

_ ·..,-

~

.

.

rt. 16 Dover Point Road. - Dover, NH 03820
i ·.
, .
'>-,
742-1~76 or 436-2687 ,

*H******************************

.-,

:~~

.... ,.-.
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:,, '·r

. . ~; I -

Answer: You have seen this metal .rung ladder which runs the
le_ngth of th«;! silo near the incinerator.

.-.------------1!!!!!!!!!!111--------------------..

By Beth Severance
University and_they have both
Kathryn Steen, the new hall competed in the Iron Man
director of McLaughlin Hall, triathlon in Minnesota. While
and her husband, Dr. Thomas training for the tri~thlon they
Baistrieri·, are co -authors of a averaged 100 miles running,
soon to be published fitness biked 40 to 50 miles and swam
book. Titled "Your Olympic five miles per week.
After being hit by a car three
Year", their book is for the
"everyday . person setting a weeks before the triathlon in '
personal goal for 1988," Dr. 1985, Baistrieri was unable to
run and coached a team in
Baistrieri explained.
They moved to UNH after Florida, of which his wife was
reading in business magazines a member. One woman on the
like Fortune and Forbes that team ranked nationally and Dr.
New Hampshire was one of the . Baistrieri was asked to coach
fastest growing states in the US. an Olympic hopeful.
He w-ill be giving four free
They said they had the idea
for the book after·reading about talks involving an Olympic tape
how many people their age were and more, every Tuesday at 7:30
overweight _in the United States. p.m. starting October 27 at the
Baistrieri,said, "With the Olym- Newmarket Great Bay Racket
pic games in '88, it's an exciting Club. He is planning to open
time for people to feel like they a management counseling busBaistrieri iness in town.
are participating.''
coached at Mis.s issippi State

Write
Letters
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NEW UNIVERSAL

UNABRIDGED
DICTIONARY

- - - - - o n the seacoast in Rye-----

Continental Cuisine
.. Open 7 Nights

2,347 pages, thumb indexed

~

'OlJEBEC
........

if)

· · .From·,Spm on
Sunqay Brqnch from 11:00 , ·

320,<XX> definitions

, 19 encyclop(,Xiic supplements .

---------Reservation s Required~
call 603 -964-8251

\

NEW

\

\

II
ENGIAND
.
Student
Exchange
Program·
,..

Seattle FilmWorks has adapted Kodak's professional
Motion Picture·film for use in your 35mm camera.
Now you can use .the same film -with the· same fine
grain and rich color saturation - Hollywood's top · ·
studios demand. Its wide exposure latitude ·is perfect
for everyday shots. You can capture special effects, too.
Shoot it in·bright or low light- at up to 1200 ASA.
What's more, it's economical. And remember, Seattle
FtlmWorks lets you choose.prints or slides, or both,
from the same roll. Try this remarkable film today!
'

.. ---------

.• FREE Introductory Offer

me two 20-exposure rolls of Kodak MP film I
I forO myRUSH
35mm camera. I'd like a 2-roll starter pack
including Eastman 5247® an9 5294.® Enclosed $2 for 1
I postage
and handling.

I
I
I

.

Kodak, 5247 and 5294 are trademarks of Eastman Kodak Co. Seattle FilmWorlcs is wholly separate from the
manufacturer. Process ECN-11 at Seattle FilmWorks with limited availability from other labs. '° 1987 SFW

NAME__________

1I

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ ZIP _ __

I
I

__ ______ __J

I

.,______________ ___________.

is
100% Satisfaction Guaranteed.
2471 .

Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks
500 Third Avenue W., P. 0. Box 34056
Seattle, WA 98124
:

\
\

I
I
I
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I
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Prints and Slides Jtom the'Salllero11.
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-: Educational
Opportunities ·_
or'in Quebec f_
England·
New _
.·. ··. Students··
Under th.e Ne_w 'England/Q~ebec
Student ~xchange P.rog'ram,: •·
eligible'fuli.-tirne students a} ·
participa_ting New England .
institutiuns may spend one or
two semesters during their
sophomore or junior year at
one of the participating Quebec
institutions.
Information Meeting Tuesday,
October 20, 1987, 12:30 P.M.
Dean of Students Office Conference Room 208, Huddleston
Hall 862-2050.
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New hope for horrible cooks
By Leonard Dodge
Are you a bad cook? W 3:nt to
brush rip on some skills? Well,
now there . is hope. Beginning
Monday, October 19 a course
in Professional Culinary Techniques is being offered by the
Division of Continuing Education (DCE).
The course will be on culinary .
dialogue and _techniquc beginning October 19 from 7:30 p.m.10:30 p.m. to October 22. The
course will resume Monday,
October 25 to the 29th, same
time at Philbrook Dining HalL
This course will teach, among
other subjects: how tQ use
kitchen utensils, cook various
dishes ranging from fish to
·p oultry and how to prepare
sauces ..The instructor will be
Barry Defa{;.lt, Director of Philbrook Dining HalL ·
'Tm trying to reach hotel and ·

restaurant students who want
some · very technical culinary
information," said Default.
"However, this js geared to wards anybody who wants to
know what goes on in the
kitchen of a comme~cial restau_
rant."
This course is part of a four
segment cou·rse th3t wi-11 span
two years. This segment is the
first, with the riext: being offered
in February on Sauces. Next fall
the third segment wi-11 be on
Meat and Poultry, with the
fourth, offered. in the Spring of
89 on-Pates and Gargemanger.
"These four segments, can put
the fundamentals 'into people
to do whatever they want to do
in cooking," said Default.
The reason this segment runs
8 days with three hour classes
is "the culinary arts. is difficult
to learn, so if we string them

/

together tightiy, it w1H nave a
tremendous impact," said Default.
Default brings with him a
long range of experience. He
co-founded the California Culinary Institute in 1975, was
Executive Chef with Prudential
Ocean Lines working in places
as Rio de Janeiro, Naples and
Tokyo. He was also executive
chef at the Cananicutt Yacht
Club, where the American Cup
trials we're held.
This segment costs $125,
which includes the course, registration and material fees. If
you are interested, call (603)
862 -2015 or. bring ·in your reg- •
istration form with your payment to the University of New
Hampshire Confrniuing Education Registration Office. Also,
Vic Adams campaigned for Lyndon Larouche yesterday in
one can pay with Mas.t,ercard or
Visa credit card.
front of the Po~t Office. (Mark Ha~ilton photo)·

-----INTOXiCATION- -(continued ft:om page 1)
Theta Chi fraternity was
ing with his roommate.-"His
head's pretty bad," she said, "but found guilty in the Strafford
Superior Court of sale, use, and
he's feeling a lo.t better."
Dean Sanborn said that the distribution of alcohol to minors
university is not con~idering last July. House President John
judicial charges a.g ainst Deanna. Hurney .said that they re_ceived
This is the second .major a $30,000 fine, $22,500 was
incident of acute alcohol poi - suspended and the remaining
soning at UNH and all three $7,500 will be paid by the
of the students involved have fraternity over ten semesters.
This case could not be heard
been male freshmen.
On February 19, 1987 Michael by campus boards. due to an
W. Smith and Michael P. Dolan administrative error . in the
were ,rJ,1s_b,_e:; d- J~., Wentworth notification of charges proce- .
bougla~ HoSf)i.t~al with"BAC's ~ dure . Following the processof .46 a-nd .32 respectively and outlined in the student handspent two days in the intensive book, parties must be notified
of the possibility of judicial
care unit.
.1 After the last inddent, .Dur- '._ \Ct~on wi~Hi_n Hve days of t~e ..
h am P'olice Chie':f Paul Gowen , 1hc1dent. This was not done rn
Leap frog was a featured event at the . WJ~ky Olympics held Wednesday. (Mark
told a reporter from the Foster this case.
·
·
'
·
,
..
•
photo)
Daily Democrat that when the
alcohol level reaches .40 "by all
rights you should be dead."
_ "At that point all your. brea• I
(continued from page 3.)
thing m~chanisrns and motor _
control goes ... your body just _ son stated. This means the virus as well, she said .
. shuts down," he added.
Health and Human Services ·
must haye contact with a·n
The February poisoning re - abrasion on the skin, added Chairperson and Student Senasulted from a drinking ga~e at Patterson.
tor is helping coordinate the
·
University of So1:1t_!i.ern Maine
Theta Chi fraternity where both
· Another common myth is effort and says it is an absolutely '
Smith and Dolan were brothe'rs .. that there is a danger of con- necessry program. "It's the only
The two were seated at a 'cable tracting A.I.D.S . by donating was to combat aids," she says.
and received marks on a head- · blood, according to Patterson. "If people start practicing safer
band and eventually their bodies This is impossible however ·sex we will all be better off".
Two years of interdisciplinary study leading to a
for each shot that the drank. ·
The money which is being
because the Red Cross uses
master ofarts degr~e in pµblic policy and management
~ew individu~lly··wrapp~,d see- used to -fond the program is
rile needle for every ·donator, .being drawn from the Uncles• offers s~r~:mg foundatfon in policy analysis and
ig~ted Gift\.Fund, which . is
he said. '
public .management .
Forty years ago not everybody , money that has been donated
specific
no
\\Tith
knew somebody or was related .to the university
• provides ·opportunity for specialized concentration ·opto somebody who· had been ... cause intended "'{or its use,
tions in growth management, health/human services,
divorced but now almost eve- . aceording to Studeqt Senator
and environment/natural resources
•·
· \
rybody does, Pat'terson, said. Jay Gould. ,.
• addresses cutting edge issues in regional, state, and
This will be the cas~ . with , . , Tb.is · award will fund the
local government
A.I.D.S. by 1991, according to program for its first year, which
• integrates economics, sociology, political science,
is particularly expensive because
Patterson.
· ethics, ~11d law into total currieulum
In addition, the attitude that · the entire campus must b~
A.I.D.S. is a male-o·r iented dis.- educated, according to MacDo~ \.
• balances theorf;tical studies with practical applicaease is totally wrong, MacDo- nald. However, next year the
tions, using the community, state and region as a
nald said. In Africa, for every program will only have to
laboratory
man who has A.I.D.S. there is concentrate on the incoming
a woman who has the disease freshmen class, she said.
0

4'

Hi~;lth~

------~1os-------

Public Policy and Manag~ment

0.

a

a

"Quality hi-fi components at the right price"

This man has said he's not a
liquor commissioner, but he
is. (Mark Hamilt~n photo)

.
@

SMALL CLASSES, CREATIVE PROGRAMMING, AND A UNIQU.E
O1;'PORTUNITY FOR ACCESS TO LEADERS AND DECISION .
MAKERS THROUGHOUT THE REGION

Applications now being accepted for
September 1988
Part-time study options available

NewEagtan•Husit tJ111pa1y
424 Payne Rd., Scarborough, Maine 04074

1-800-USA-HIFI

Contact: Office of the Director
Public Policy and Management Program
University of Southern Maine
96 Falmouth Street, Portland, ME 04103
(207)780- 4380 ·
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(continued from page 1)
the accounting clerk's ,hours HopeL..lLj', rnuugn, the audit wii l
from 25 to 30 per wet::k. We also, . not be a bad thing."
On the issue of whether or
are required, now to have a.
double signature on checks over not SAFC could anticipate uni. versity supervision in the future
$500."
Harley said, "The autonomy
"The
.
this
Harley confirmed
student leadership recognizes that the students have over the
that things were bad last year. money helps avoid conflicts
The organization they had did with the university and most
not provide an adequate service. of the administration underThey're doing many things to stands that."
'.' We welcome the audit,"
correct this. My time with SAFC
has increased from ten ·percent Harley added, "in that it will
show us what we need to do."
to 25 percent which is" a differGermain concluded, ''.There
ence of 15 hoµrs per week."
Germain _stressed the signif- are three-quarters of a million
igance of the audit. "The pos- doll~rs all run by the students.
sibility of it going o.ncuffs exists. SAFC is unique in that way and
worth fighting to preserve."

LET'S GO!

Round Trips
from BOSTON
Fares start at :

Gomin~g In For Gold-Weather Work-outs:

* Cross Country Skis

-

.LUXEMBU RG
,LONDON
PARIS

By Trak, Kneissl & K~rhu

· Runnina Tiahts

SYDNEY

By Hind-Welis, Tirifey & Tiger

Bike Gear
By Giordana

& Tinley ·

Bike Trainers
By Blackburn

Snowboa rds

*

HO.NGKOttG
CARACAS

Executive Hornes Prices Reduced! $218,000 fo $240,'o00 on existing homes.
Developers offering free family ski~passes to Gunstock Mt.
·
·
upon closing.
Packers Falls Road, Durham, NH
Open House hours: Ndday 3':00 to 6:00 PM
Saturday & Sunday 12 Noon to 4:00 PM ·

l

601 Islington St.,

(In The Rear)

·

Portsmouth. NH

Open 7 Days A Week
431-4366

·LOC ke·

Hill
Farm
creative
American
cuisine

-' D. Youth Hostel Passes .and
EtJP.AIL Passes issued on
.
·the·spot!
Call tor FREE CIEE ?
Student Travel Catalog-!

. ROCHESTER 332-6611

■

DOVER 742-5511

■

EXETER 778-0733 ■ PORTSMOUTH 436-2000

Exi)ert Systems isj115t 011e
ofour area5 ofexpertise:
Bentley's Master of
Science in Computer
Information Systems.
lnfonnati011 rna11agc11w11t h;\s lwconw a kc,· limdio11 in
,i1i11alk <·n-r,· facd ;ll'ln1si1wss, front a<·nH1nting and hn;i.11l'<'
·
to 11_1arke_ting_- prod11dion, and wscarch
to hridg<·
designed
is
program
:IS
~IS(
:ollegc's
(
lkntl<'Y
the tcdmol~>gist/use r gap hy prqxuing-profes sionals who
possess a solid fo11ndation in h11si11ess and inlimnation systems
p1inl'iples. The progr;un is taught hy a dt'di<.'atl'd fa<.'ulty
('X}Wticn<.·cd in the art'as of t'XJ)<'li systems, data com,rnmi<.'ations and ,wtworks, dt'<.'ision s11pprni s~·stcrns, and infonna·
tion s,·stems adminish·ation.
If ~:ou ar<' looking to a-;s\llllt' a leadership position ,L'- a
tt:dmi<.'al manager. <.·onn· study with al'knowh·dg('d <.'X}Wtis in
th(' fickl. For more infonnati<·m,

mil (617)891-2108.

Route 126, Barringfon, NH

603_664-7731
..--·

. ,

Wednesday - Saturday
Dirinel.". 5 - 9

Reservations

749

380
T-axes not included.
'
ALSO: International Student

By Arena & Hinde

~SP OR TS

1095

CAMMl)GE
80510N
'(6171266-1926 (617)4117"'.~

Swimsuits

TRI-LEVEL

389
428

COUNCIL TRAVEL

By Barfoot

~

,

348

'
~~-

..

m
•·······

Bentley Coll~ge,_-__

( ;raduah' School Admiss,ions , /
·. · .
Walth.~11, MA 022-5-4

,,
,

J

Editorial
T-Hall for students, too
Work crews spent much of last semester
and this summer renova_ting Thompson
Hall, and the results are beautiful. What
used to be a dingy and dark building is now
bright and airy, with expanses of new carpet
and highlights of natural greenery. Many
administrators have moved back in or
relocated .their office·s in the revitalized
Thompson Hall. But questions still remain
about which other departments will follow
the administrators back into the most .
historic building at UNH.
Right now no one, (student senators,
administrators, faculty and staff) can say
for sure where everyone will permanently
end up in the· game of musical offices when ·
the music stops. But rumor has it that the
displaced offices of admissions, financial
aid, registrar, business, and cashier will
not be moved back to Thompson Hall. The
scuttlebutt is that these off ices may not
even get dibs on Hood House when emptied.
Let's hope all this isn't true. Let's hope
that whoever ( not many people really know _
who) stops the music .and decides where
all the players will sit on this campus, will
take into consideration the needs and
feelings of the students:
Students need all of the offices they have

Home-·
•
,coming
To the Editor:
We, as students, feel that we've
been dealt a serious injustice in
regard to the new Homecoming
tailgaiting policies'. Homecoming
has always been the highlight of
the semester; a time when alumni
form all over come back to socialize
with both students and former
classmates. Think back to former
Homecomings, people were relaxed, happy, and everyone had fun;
school spirit for both students and
alumni reached a high point. The
new policy is really restricting
people form interacting, in all of
the traditionally fun ways.
· Durham is changing. Many ~raditions have just been thrown out,
administrators and public safety
are ruining our good times. Morale
is at an all time low, students now
have to leave campus to have a good
time, and no-w we feel that the
student body is beginning to -disjoint'. It feels like UNH is turning
into a community college; people
are here for classes, but not for being
a united spirited community outside
of the classroom. Homecoming is
crucial time for school spirit; past
students and present students bond
together strengthening their ties
to UNh. If you take the fun out of
Homecoming, forcing people to
socialize at assigned times and .
assigned areas, restricting the
spontanejty of the day, Homecom. ing will pecome nothing more than
··
another football game.
We can look at this from another
perspective. Alumni. are lured back
to campus at Homecoming. People .
have fut1, reminisce about their
college years, and decide to contrib- .

to go to in one place, and they 'want that
place .to be in or near Thompson Hall.
As it is now, a student must run all over
campus from temporary office to temporary
office just to (for example) arrange their
tuition account for expected financial aid.
The trek begins at the financial aid office
nestled in the bottom of Stoke, where the
indentured student gets a form filled out.
That form then must go across campus to
the billing office in the no-name new science
building, where satellite lifting cranes loom
over the heads of the women working there.
From the billing office, a student carts the
confirmation card to the registrars "office" a trailer (how embarrassing) in the book
store parkinglot - to get the little red striped
sticker which confirms studenthood. If a
rebate is due the student, he/ she treks back
to the cashier's off ice in another part of
_
the new science building.
This inefficient fiasco is because of a
temporary arrangement, a9d is temporarily
tolerated. But it highlights the ,ne~d for
a convl:nient, ~entrally located arrangement
of these must-see off ices. These off ices
should be put back in Thompson Hall.
Thompson Hall may be, for some,
associate_d with t~e frus_tration of long line~

ute to their Alma Mater. If Home- · Forcing alumni into the gam'"e at .
com_irig becomes a real hassle, 1:00 will only dissuade parents like
graduates won't come bacl<:, won't _us from attending Homecoming.
see their school, and won't see the That is a shame. Our one connection
need to contribute; in other words, with the University each year will
"out of sight, out of mind," or "no be lost as will the pleasant memo-.
ries it.conjures. It is hard enough
fun, no funds."
The time is now for students to for a state university to inspire
join together, and motivate them- alumni spirit without enacting
selves to take action, through policies which will keep them away.
If excessive drinking or rowdstudent government and Durham
town government, against what we iness is a problem during·tailgating
believe to . be unfair. We students, then the offenders should be dealt
in light of all the changes that have with and minors should be excluded.
occured in the past few years, have To deal with this problem by
got to become less passive. We are establishing limited tailgating hours
getting stomped on by the admin- is to punish the many for the actions
istration and this town, p.nd it has of a few. This may have been the ·
gone too far. It is time that we easiest way to deal with the perrealize tnat "You've got to fight ceived probl~m but in the long run
it will only serve to alienate alumni
for your right to party."
'
Sincerely, from the University.
I stongly urge other alumni to
Nancy Tyrrell
'
Leslie Lucas voice their opinions about this ·new .
policy and I. sincerely h0pe that
President Haaland will rescind it
before it does further damage to
Uni_versity-Alumni relations.

Alumnus

Sincerely,
To the Editor:
David Migliori
It was with great dismay that I
learned of the University's new
policy regarding tailgating at football games. Each year I look forward
to Homecoming as a chance to
renew old friendships with classmates whom I only see once a year. ·
My wife and I graduated in 1978
.
and 1976 respectively and we are To the Editor,
I wanted to briefly clarify the
now in our early thirties. We now
have a two year old son and many purpose of the new Student Senate
of our classmates also have young Field House Advisory Committee.
children. Tailgating provides the Neal Hogan, in his October article
"Senate to explore field house
opportunity for us to see our friends
and their growing families without gyms" refered to this committee
facing the impossible task of trying as "ah unprecedented step to efto make our two year old sit through . fectively bypass the UNH Adminthe football game. To many alumni istration," this in not correct. As
the football game 'is secondary to author of the act I agree that this
the main ·reason we return at may be an unprecedneted step and
Homecoming which is to see our I do hope that we are going ~o be
effective, b-gt the real differenceis
classmates.

Ad Hoc

·and red· tape in the r~gistrars, and ·fin~ncial
aid offices, but it is also known as the the
most beautiful anq historic l?uilding on
campus. Many students probably remember
Tho~pson Hall as the impressive building
where ·they had ~heir admissions interview
as a perspective freshman. Or on a clear
winter's day, with a blanket of white
sparkling snow covering the lawns, arid·
the sound_of Christmas carols peeling from
the Thompson Hall bell tower, what student
hasn't almost felt the spirit of 'ol Ben
Thompson himself?
Thompson Hall should not be limited
to office space just for administrators, at
the exclusion of the registrars, financial
aid, admissions, billing and cashiers offices,
which students must visit. Although
students may not want terribly to visit those
offices, they do want to visit Thompson
Hall in their daily lives on campus.
Ju,st because Thompson Hall has new carpeting. it does not mean the stairwells,
hallways ,and offices should not be worn
by the scuffing of students' feet. Thompson
Hall, a symbol of student pride, should .not
be an enclave for administrators: for that
would be a symbol i!1deed~·

that we a·re working with the UNH
administration. Later in the article
Mr. Hogan explianed the make-up
of the group: "the Director of
Athletics, one faculty member, ine
staff member, one representative
from the president'.s office, and six
students." This was not a move by
students "to seize control of the
construction", but rather ·!l show

that we want to be an intregal part
of t~e decision making on campus.
I thmk that this distinction is an
-i mportant one and I thank you for
_
the opportun.cy to 1hake i.r.
~abr:, Clark
Student Body Vice-President
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You to can
.have a voice
By Pete Simmons
How m~ny of you have seen ·any of rhe 3800 voter
registration flyers chat our Student Senatqr$ have
distributed? How many of you really care?Do ' you _
chink it is only aa waste of paper? Do you also think
.chat as busy college students they are doing chis
because "they" have nothing better to do? Well
lee me give you the simple answers. I can assure
char it is nor a waste of paper and they may have
better things ro,_. .do". However, as much as they care,
their efforts will be in vain unless we, as students,
rake the initiative to do something about it. For
chose of you char really do care, here are a few
· suprising faces. ,
· Low voter tumour has been a common problem
in local and national elections for years. Year after
year a smaller and smaller percentage of registered
-voters seem to be electing our officials. This can
present problems at rimes especially when it comes
Jo some vested interest groups. Many of these people
are inclined to vore, and due to low rurn01,1r candidates
that appeal to these groups can often be elected.
~'Give the people what they want," is a common
belief in a democracy such as ours. However, 'if '.'the
· people" don't show up to V(')te the. politicians can't
·
_
"give chem what they wane."
· On a more personal and local level chis very face
ties in with,us; the students of U.N.H. We as students
have concerns and beliefs, however, due to student
apathy on campus these concerns and beliefs often
times are not j:ieard by local politicians. It is these
same lQcal politicians who make many decisions ·· that affect us students during our months here in
. Durham. Howeyer, recently the Durham Town
Council has made it possible for students to run
for this council. Students Tim Silk, a member of
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity, and John Hurney
a Theta Chi brother are doing just tha.t,: Each of
these students will be on the ballot November 3rd.
Tim Si'k for the 2 year position, and)ohn Hurney . _,
for the 1 year position as Durham Town Councilors.
I can not urge you enough as a student to take an
interest in chis election and arrange to become a .
voting citizen in Durham. As long as you will be
18 years old by November 3rd, 1987, a Durham
resident; and a U.S. citizen you can register to vote.
However, you must register to vote at the -Durham
Town Hall before October 24th. As a resident of
Durham you won't have co· pay any taxes or fees
co register, although you will need a birth certificate
or passport to prove your age and citizenship.
Unfortunately, .a drivers license or college iden--rification will no't be enough. However, before you
vote I would encourage you to meet the candidates
for yourself. This can be done at a "Meet the
Candidates" forum chis Tuesday night October 20th
at 7 :00 PM in the Stratford Room in the Memorial
Union Building. I would also encourage you to_make
it a point of meeting Tim Silk if you attend. Tim
is a dedicated person, and has promised as that
as a student he will be a dedicated council member
if elected. He also assured us that he would approach
this job in a reasonable and professional manner
rather than in a radical one. He believes that students
voices should be heard; and is eager to become the
_
representative of that voice.
__ So if you are tired of just having to accept what
is handed to you by town officials, do something
about it; get a student voice elected: Such issues
as student parking, student housing leases, and
fraternity/ sorority issues are only a few of the issues
.that are promised to be dealt with.
So why not make the effort. to get involved? It
is very easy, and moreover, as students it is very
important. However, our candidates need your
support they can't do it alone. So what do ya' say
- get involved, today! And always remember- "YOU
TOOCANHAVEA VOIEE!"

Pete Simmons is a Junior
Political Science major and
a Pi Kappa Alpha Brother

Forum pieces do
not .necessarily
reflect the views
of The New Hampshire
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Feel a .sense of
commit ment
By Dr. D. Jay Grimes
-was to study the impact on marine microorganisms
The next time .y~u pull a can of beer from its
of toxic chemicals being disposed of at ocean disposal
plastic yoke, remove a n¢w CD player from its
sites in the Northern Atlantic Ocean. Needless
styrofoam packing, or walk out of the supermarket
to say, I was s.hocked at what I had seen and
with a plastic bag, ~onsider the ultimate fate of
unwittingly pan.icipated in; upon questioning the
rhes·e plastics. Persistent synthetics, including
ship's captain, I learned that such disposal at sea
plastics, are accumulating at an alarming rate in
is common place. Indeed, the U.S. Navy -is known
this country, and substantial amounts of these
to produce one-tenth of a pound per man per day
materials are entering the world's oceans. A recent
of plastics waste, all of which goes into the oceans.
national Sea Grant release noted ~hat plastics
Congress now is very concerned about this practice,
constitute more than half of t-he debris sighted at
along with other controllable sources of plastics
sea, tracing origins to merchant arid navy ships,
pollution in the ocean, and has requested the Navy
commercial fishing vessels, recreational boats,
to "expedite implementation of an environmentally
offshore oil and gas platforms, municipal sewage
sourid trash compacting or disposal procedure."
outfalls, individual beachgoers 1 and the plastics
Congress is also pursuing other solutions, including
industry itselL It is difficult to quantify the. total
a request to the Sea Grant College Program to take
amount of plastics in the oceans, but the various
.an active role in finding solutions to the plastics
estimates are staggering. In a 1975 report, the
problem. As Director of the Sea Grant College
National Academy of Sciences estimated that 2.7
Program at UNH, I accept this charge and fully
million pounds of lost and discarded commercial
1
intend to implemeP..t effective public awareness
fishing gear enters the oceans of the. world each
campaigns.
year. Realizing that this report is now over a decade
Let me conclude by suggesting ways in whic;:h
old, and that the uses of plastics have increased
you can help in this increasing worldwide problem.
worldwide, one begins to get a sense of the magnitude
Perhaps the easiest way, and yet one of the most
of the problem.
Problems that result from plastics pollution range · effective ways, to tackle the problem is to avoid
using plastic maceria:ls. However, this obviously
from the aes-thetical insult asasociated wit'h
is not always a practical, or even possible, solution.
proliferadon of debris on beaches to entanglement
Therefore, wise dispo.sal habits must be developed
and death of marine animals. Well d,ocumented
and faithfully practiced. In ·addition, volunteer your
-accounts of deaths resultjng from en,-cangl~ment
services for cleanup: programs ·and fot public
of pinnipeds in lost or discarded monofilament
awareness campaigns. A good place to begin is with
fishing nets, seabirds mistaking floating styrofoam
campus_cleanup; a major concern of the UNH Pride
beads for eggs, t\}rtles confusing plastic bags with
Committee, chaired by Carol Bischoff, Dir~ctor
their normal diet of jellyfish, and fish entanglement
of Resiqential life. If you are really feeling .a sense
in six-pack yokes are numerous. Another problem,
of commitment, volunteer your services for New ,
one with serious economic implications, is the
frequent fouling of propellers with plastics, resulting · Hampshire's second. annual coastal cl.e anup, begin
held on October 17, from noon to 4:.00 p.m. Further
in damage to marine engines. Popular and scientific
information abouc- this project can be obtained from
· literature will continue documenting such scenarios,
Julia Steed Mawson at the UNH Sea Grant Extension
unless we take an active role in seeking solutions.
I will never forget my first research cruise aboard . Office, (603) 862-3460.
a 54 meter research vessel on the Sargasso sea. On
t~e second day out, I observed ship wastes, including
Dr. ]. ·Grimes ·•
my disposable research material, e.g., plastic pipets,
petri dishes, syringes :in (~ <. ,1 u ; ,\ : Lags, being rhrown
a Professor-·of
overboard (in what else plasric trash bags!)- by .
Microbiology
the ship's cook. My i;esearch objective for chis cruise

CLE~WUP
,-

P,tch l,,I
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·Use your Tweeter Charge· Card to buy any·
•· Stereo or .video component right now and don't
incike your first payment until January, 1988!*
Home stereos. Portable'stereos. Car stereos. TV monitors. VCRs. Home
entertainment furniture. Videotape. Buy anything we sell using
your Tweeter Charge Card and you won't have to make your
first payment for 90 days - not 'til January of _'88!
· Don't worry.You won't find artificially high prices. In fact, we're
t eteo components all
offering weekly super-specials on car s_
sell is covered by our
we
. month long. And, as usual,'everything
-- 30-day b~st-price guarantee. ·

"What if I don't have . a Tweeter Charge card?" .
Apply for one! It's simple, fast and .painless..But hurry - if you
want to delay your payments until next year, ·you ,have to make
your purchase before November 1st!

One Week Nakamichi car Stereo Supef-Specials! {Good 'Til October 25th)
Nakamichi Low-Distortion car Power Ampli_fier.

$

Like PA-100 but with 30 watts per
ch,mnel. (PA-200)

199

·

Nakamlchi High-Performance car Speakers.
These sound better than many home speakers.
· , _..,. , 2~way design. (SP-200)

Nakamichi High Performance cassette Receiver.
Fantastic! Outperforms most home stereos.
The standard of excellence. ·
(TD-700)

$88 5

Nakamichi 4-lnch car

Speakers. For st~nd
Nakamichi.Low-Distortion

Nakamichl cassette Receiver

car Power Amplifier.

with advanced tape transport design, Dolby B&C,
sensitive digital tuner with station-seek. (TD-400)

$119

'

14 watts per channel. Very low noise. Extremely
reliable. (PA-.100)

)

Delayed Payment Offer Ends November ~ st, 1987.
:)ft'\::\::

·:.,,;,:,,,,\,),=::,::=:)::

LA\
U""'

alone use ·or as front
seat "fillers'\ (SP-40)

~~f~e

·

--~~-~"•M

For qualif,eel customers us,_ng the Tweeter Charge .Carel

•

~Nakamichi
I

:F ;--1:ir/~Y1 :.,, , " 1\ 1_·•1'·-{•: ~1·9tH?~1 1/1.1..1,1, v1-,',. ~;•- 1--;THE NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY. OCTOBER 16. 1 qR7
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Arts & Entertainment
Reiner Creates Another ·Masterpiece
The Princess Bride
a wonderful sense of humor, a vaguely midevil period. A
20th Century Fox Films
especially about itself, because beautiful newcomer named ButBy Marc Mamigonian
any· film that has all the ele- tercup (Robin Wright) is to
I really love sword fights. Oh, ments mentioned could not
become the bride of the king
I know I've never really been possibly cake itself seriously.
(Chris Sarandon), but she
in one as such, but I've seen a
-· The film has che cute framing doesn't love him; she still loves
- lot of Errol Flynn and Dvuglas device of a grandfather (~eter her "true love," who she believes
Fairbanks movies. And The Falk) reading a story co his sick co have died years before.
Prisoner of Zenda, I'm celling _ grandson, who we see playing
Although captivating, the
you, you haven't lived urrcil you video games at the opening of plot is purely secondary to the
have seen Ronald Coleman in -the movie. The grandfather
fun the wonderful cast has.
The Prisoner of Zenda.
promises that the story will Great character performances
Anyway, this isn't all as deliver excitement, but che
are turned in by Mandy Patinkin
irrelevant as it sounds. The new youngster is highly skeptical, _ as Inigo Mantoya, a Spaniard
Rob Reiner film, The Princess wanting to know only if it has obsessed with-avenging his dead
Bride has swordfights, and, if · any sp.orcs in it. Of course, by father, Wallace Shawn; playing
chat weren't enough, it also has the end, the grandson is cocally a scheming mastermind, Andre
gi a nts (well, only orre), evil enraptured by the story, and so The Giant, playing, well, figure
it our, and Billy. Crystal, playing,
counts, a beauciful princess, and are we.
a dashing hero (two, acmally).
The tale cakes place in che hilariously, M_iracle Max, a
- Mo re imporc_a_~tly) it. also has fictional land of Florin during shriveled wizard with a chick
- Jewish accent (which is funny,
because Billy Crystal hardly ever
talks with a thickJewish accent).
Everyone i~ the film revels in
the absurdity of it all; they
inhabit a lovely never-never
land of painted skies with puffy
clouds, emerald green fields, and
towering castles.
Re·iner handles everything
perf~ctly, never letting his direction interfere with the fun
and never letting the pace lag.
This is a real "popcorn movie,"
preferably a big bucket, which
is precisely what,J ~ _o,µ.lsf h_a yr
had, _but this paper is far too Andie 'The 'Gi~nt, 'Mai\ay·• Pafi~kin, - and-Wallace Shawn
cheap to pay for popcorn. _
Fortun9-tely, t_his , did nQt perform
..- ·~ - in The Princess Bride.
' -t hijinx
( .wacky
.:interfere in any way whh the (Cliv~ Coote photo)
enjoyment of the film. There
really is not too much to say
about The Princess Bride, because trying to analyze a film
like this is to do it a great
'
proper
the
.
up
looks
Crystal)
Billy
Miracle Max (loony
injustice. Just go see it, get there
early, and bring the kids. If you
incantation _in Rob Reiner's The Princess Bride.
don't have any kids, well, all the
better, because then you can eat
(Clive Coote pho'to)
-all the popcorn yourself.

Hail! Hail! Rock 'N' Roll
A Universal Picture
By Susan Aprill

Chuck .Berry and friends jam away in a scene from Taylor
Hackford's Hail!' Hail! Rock· 1N' Roll while a you~ger Berry"

Hail! Hail! Rock' n Roll
Well, well, lawdy me, 1t s
Chuck Berry Incorporated on
the big screen, with a little help
from some questionable collab.o ra te rs and almost all new
concert footage. See'11s kind of
difficult not to like a movie
devoted to and produced by one
· of the few true greats of rock
and roll, but the slick, plastic
quality of this presentation
makes the effort all for naµght:
I just couldn't enjoy it, even
given my deep and abiding
passion for that ole devil music.
The film consists of a couple
of live preformances, practice
sessions for a big bir:thday show,
and Staged interviews with
musical personalities ranging
from Willie Dixon and Chuck
Berry's daddy, to Bruce Spring.steen and an all too brief film
clip of Julian Lenn{rn's daddy.
The talent is there, the i:nusic
is there, it's only the spirit chat's
missing. But the spirit, ah, -the
spirit is what really makes rock
and -roll go. Unfortunately, in
Hail! Hail! Rock 'N' Roll it
seems to have taken five and
gon~ somewhere else.

The roll call of those who cion: how the hell did they get
reminisce about Mr. Berry a_n d into this movie? It's an insult,
those who join him on stage for a heresy, tantamount to spitting
.
his 60th birthday bash at the on the flag.
Fox Theatre in St. Louis strikes
a chord of confusion in the heart
of the purist. Just imagine Little
In truth, though, the movie
Richard, Bo Diddly, and Jerry
Lee Lewis telling stories in fine does contain so me interesting
form abo:it the early days, their moments. The rehearsal scenes
friendships an.d hardships, and for the Fox Theatre extravaganthe guts of their music; there /1:'za show the power struggles
you have easily the most enter- \hat erupted be. tween Chuck
taining parts of the movie. Then Berry, who's "been doin' it this
stretch your imagination and way for sixty years and that's
add Linda Ronstadt, Robert how it's gonna be done" and
Cray, and Julian Lennon pre- Keith Richards who served as
forming on stage with the - the film's musical producer. The
hallowed creator of "Carol," other band members roll their
"Maybelli'ne," and "Nadine." eyes and bite their lips as the
two stubborn egos collide, but
Somehow it's sacrdige.
the resulting sound quality
attests to the fine-tuned skills
and inborn talents of both.

Hail! Hail! Roc.k 'N' Roll
promises excellence bur results
only in overlooked.potential and
missed opportunities. So as not
coo offend the die-hard fans of
those virtual new-comers, let
it be noted that this review does
not represent a' criticism of
their existence (a topic for
another time), but instea·d
means to pose a simple ques-.
(•','•,,

<

)

•

A

Ma.ny of the narrative segments capture and explain the '·
magnitude of Chuck Berry's
contribution to his field, often
in _technical t~rms, and unabashedly show the enormous
respect and esteem that -his
colleagues (I hesitate at the word
peer, for the man is unrivaled)

BERRY, page 19
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Smi ths Bid Fare well

The Smiths
Strangeways, Here We Come"
Sire Records
By Arthur Lizie
11

Ever qti.otabte, Morrissey has
\ undoubtedly come up with -the
ultimat~ line for Strangeways,
Here We Come,': The Smith's
farewell alb~m, in_the so_ng ti(fe
"Stop Me If You've Heard This
One Before." There's nothing
espetially new or noteworthy
or earth shattering about the
disc. It doesn't break new ground
or set precedent: ·1t's just basic
Smith wonderfulness. ·
Of course, wonderfulness is
expected, b~cause in their all
too brief career, The Smiths
have never delivered less. Maybe
it's better. that this is their last
record, because this is the first
disc that seems to show no
progress10n.
For example; the first listen
to The Smiths was a blast. Then,
"How Soon Is Now" and Hatful
11

Of Hallow blew the doors off
the first record. Next came their
piece de resistance, Meat Is
Murder, a whole · album · of
revelations that they surely
couldn't top. In spite of themselves, they released The Queen .
Is Dead, which is like listening
to a whole new band. Even the
thrown together money maker
'Louder Than Bombs", at least
,, t,he ffrst side which contaiRed ,
new material, was a progression.
This album breaks no new
gto_u nd, just , offers up tasty
· rewrites of older material.
1

The band bows out with their
original lineup intact after
incidents a few years ago. Morrissey, singer and lyricist of
much ego, warbles brilliantly
throughoyt. Guitarist Johnny
Marr, whose departure for a solo
career precipitated the group's
breakup, shines here in a lesser
role than usual. ·Drummer Mike
Joyce and bassist Andy Rourke

round out the band with their
daz~ling rendition· of a rhythm
section.
The band's basic sound re- ·
mains intact save for an experiment here and there with piano
and a touch of strings. The most
innovative number is "Last
Night I Dreamt That Somebody
Loved Me," which begins with
a melodious piano and follows
with one of Morrissey's best
vocal performances yet. And aon_e, and a-two, and a-three the
song proceeds in the waltz style
of "That Joke Isn't Funny An- ·
ymore". and "Meat Is Murder."
"Death At One's Elbow" is
one of the · more rocking
numbers that the band has done
lately. The rockabilly tinged
tune rocks with a determined
harmonica and a mean clap
track. The Stray Cats meets
"What She Said."
As usual, funny lyrics are
prevelant. "Death Of A Disco
Dancer" speaks for itself as does
"Girlfriend In A Coma," which
one must listen to with tongue
firmly in cheek. "Unhappy
Birthday" finds the band in
characteristic nonchalent form
with "And if you should die/I
may feel slightly sad/ (but I
won't cry)."
The m.ost relevant lyrics are ·
contained in . the caustic ''Paint
A Vulgar Picture." This is a
violent attack a,t the band's
record company, with whom_
Morrissey is quite angry because
they saw fit to repackage the
band with "Louder Than
Bombs", essentially a greatest
hits collection. Lt's one of the
few legitimate beefs which Morrissey has ever aired.
Five short 'years ·and six
wonderful albums, here's the
end of The Smiths, one of the
best pop bands of the eighties.
While "Strangeways, Here We
· Come" is not a bombastic curt;in call, it is one that finds a·
band at the peak of their art.
There is a slight chance that this
record will be followed by a live
disc Jater in the year, for what
that's worth. "The Queen is dead
boys," long live the queen.
Farewell Smiths.

Stam ey's Pop
Chris Stamey
It's Alright ,
A&M Records
By Ric Duhe

· fans by expanding radically but
always . pleases by turning ·in
what is expected of him.
The songs, here are 'unpredic~
table. Stamey has always used
When Chris Stamey left the stop~, pauses, double br~dges,
dB's four years ago, fans weren't - and other clever devices to
especially sure of what was individualize an otherwise basic
going to happen. Speculations tone. This technique is rampant
were made, of course, some here and serves mixed results.
"Of Time And AU She Brings
based .on truth, others .on total
gossip or rumor: The obvious . To Mind" i_s geniu_s- beautiful,
predictions were that the dB's bouncy, and seared into the
wou-ld carry on and make fine mind on first listen. "Incredible
pop records guided solely by . Ha'p piness" doesn't work as
Peter Holsapple and that Sta- . easily, and needs a few listens
mey would put together a band to be followed fairly.
A big effort has been put -into
of fellow .musicians, extracted
mainly from the southern US producing "danceable" music.
pop cljque. The less obvious · Not so much the "disco" that
prediction was that . Stamey ·is so popular today, but more
would find a career pulling of the happy medium that good
bubble gum off the bottoms of music seems to require in order
movie theater seats. But that's to be reasonably unique. "If You
Hear My Voice" is a good
neither here nor there.
The dB's The Sound Of Music example of a successful mesh.
It's Alright is not Chris' first
is gathering acclaim from every
critical striation of the rock solo record, and is probably not
market: radio, mass-pop charts, · his last. Although his songwcollege, fanzine. Stamey's solo riting style · has not changed
record, It's Alright is too new much over the years·, his expeto judge on public reaction, but · rience has hardened his ear;
does feature exceptional per- production is clean without
formances by, among others, heing slick, and raw without
Marshall Crenshaw, Mitch East- being gritty or thin. He's placed
<er, Faye Hunter, and Anton Fier. the basics down and dressed
Aiding in the production were i:hem up with intricities few
Scott Litt (dB's, Katrina and The musicians will bother ·to utilize.
Waves, R.E.M.) and.Si:tve F.jel- Cello, tala, and lap steel guitar
all fare well here.
stad (The Replacem~nts).
Just one in a shuffle of fanThe record is packed with
eleven chunks of tight, har- tastic pop records from this year
(fIREHOSE, dB's Replace monic . pop characterized by
Stamey' s cute-kid whine. Like ments, Squeeze), It's Alright
the dB's, Stamey is one of those deserves a hard fair shake. Good
·
shocks his,. record.
f1Utr:ikes wh0 r:,i rely _

Mor e "BoDeans Roc k''

BoDeans
Outside. Looking In · _
Slash Records
By Arthur _Lizie

At first listen, Wisconsin's
claim to rock fame the BoDeans
seemed like a~bunch of obnoxious whiners who had taken the
Dylan thing one step too far.

They appeared to be just another band in the endless line of
groups destined to duplicate
rather than innovate. Upon
closer inspection of their debut
record, Love & Hope & Sex &
Dreams, one found a down
home, honest to goodness rock ._____
• and roll band, with an imagi- thesoundwithq uttakingitover. ,pn songs ~uch as "Pick Up The
nation of their own. These guys At their better moments, the - Pieces" and ''.Someday," the
BoDeans ca11: cross the vocal echoes of Lindsey Buckingham
·
.
were pretty good.
urgency of Los Lobos and the are readily apparent, which, of
the
In,
Looking
· Outside
band's latest album, goes one fluid. hypnotic musical style of, course is better than having
step better than· the debut lp. dare I say, The Waterboys, to . Stevie Nicks recalled ..The_vocals
The harmonies are tighter, the create sinfully tasty slices of in the former are ·uncannily ·
reminiscent pf Rumours era. ·
songs are better structured, and melody.
Th~ band has slimmed down Buckingham/C hristine Mc Vie
the sound is fq.ller without being
obnoxious. In other words, the to a thre,e piece, fatherhood · harmonies. Regardless, .they are
boys have matured without calling for the drummer to bow · both wonderful tunes.
The best songs:--here are the ·
growing too big for their out of the picture for the present
"Dreams" and "The
opener
consists
now
group
The
time.
the
mates
britches. Unlike label
Del Feugos, they actually have of acoustic guitarist/vocal ist Ballad Of Jenny Rae." The
taken a step forward and Sammy Llanas, ·e lectric guita- former is a playful, full, yet not
rist/voaclist Kurt Newman, an_d overbearing song which is pure
avoided the dread sophomore
t Bob Griffin. hook. There is something more
bassist/vocalis
pretty
still
are
jinx. These guys
This band performs ably here dreadfully wrong with radio
good,
A lot of the credit should go and they even sounded good on than is apparent if this song
to producer Jerry Harrison, the usually nightmarish Letter- · doesn't become a hit. The latter .
keybo,;1.rdist of the Talking man show, so they must be · h_uilds upon the frrst album's
Heads and another Wisconsin doing something rigµt as a three Dylan tendencies in a moving
gospel tinged number. This
·
native. He seems to have pushed piece.
· the band to be a little more
The over~H tendency of the must bring down the house live. _.
creative in their arrangements album is ,quite an odd one: they
and has added his keyboards to i'often ~oun~ like Fleetwood Mac. BODEANS, page 19
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Belinda's Image!

. surely won't do anything to hurt - · Now that that's· over with, .·
her career, I think Belinda I suppose it's safe to mention
Carlisle's next record. is going how stunning th_e picture on the
to require a little bit more·· · back cover of the record is. It's
imagination, otherwise, she really stunning, It '. s almo~t
seems destined to compete in enough to encourage someone
a market alr.e ady cornered by' to qu_y the . . album. Still, I
By Wally Dwyer
people like Madonria (not tha,t wouldn't recommend the.' disc ·
I wouldn't want to be cornered inside.unless_you can get ode
by Madonna). I suppose that of those' bio sheet's, they're half
My thanks go out to the
we'll just hive to wait and see.
_the fun.
people at MCA. They were nice
· enough to include a handy. little
bio sheet along with a promotional copy of Belinda Carlisle's
new record, Heaven On Earth.
If it weiren't for this handy sheet
of paper; I never would have
known that Belinda was one of
pop music's "most dynamic and
~ngaging vocalists."
No, seriously, this album
really isp't too bad if ·one accepts
it for what it is ... a reaffirmation
of Carlis.le' s new image. After
the breakup of the Go-Go's in
1985, she went to work\on her
solo career. Voice lessons and
an exercise program shaped her
up for the pop music market.
While her first solo effo.r t
Belind?I, went gold, it was a big
disappointment to a lot of-old
Go-Go'-s fans. I'm sorry ta say
that those samo-- fans cannot
expect much from this one
either.'
The record should make a lot
of new fans for Carlisle though,
l;Jluesmeister Chicago Bob Nelson and the Shadows
/ most of whom witl be eleven
.
'
and female. It's message- is an
appear at T he Stone Chu rch Sunday, ·October 18 at 9 p.m.
extremely popular, if simple,
T he show, p roduced by the non~pr,ofit Blues Bank Collective
one: "Love is good. Period."
Don't bother looking for anyof Po rtsmouth, carries a $) cover charge.
" ·. thing more complicated.
------'--~--=-cc.. ~- ,,•... -- - ..-- .- . - - - - - -.-., --,'),- .-..
-.,.-c
...-- i --.. --,---t-_
Th.e. over_ct.ll....mood qf th~ ..,_
record is uplifting (I took that .
off the bio sheet too, but only ·
. because it is fairly appropriate) .
. ' Normally I'd point cOUt the
individual songs, but th.ere are
nofle that really stand out (read: The pert former Go-Go Belinda Carlisle has ~haped up both
they all sound the same).
So, what am I saying? Frankly, ·
her iinage and her body in an attemp.t at mas~ popula~ity.
being an qld Go-Go's fan myself,
I was'k1-oping for a little bit more
from this record. Whi1e this disc ·
Belinda Carlisle ·
Heaven On Earth
MCA Records

~

c
. __
- _

-

__

EJJy,aAmeling

Movie Not Berry Good
--BERRY-(continued from page 17)
have for him. In a similar
fashion, the small section on·
Berry's long time collaborator,
influence, . and piano player
Johnni.e Johnson provides a
small insight into the music ·and
the legend.

''One o f the true few true
greats of _ro c k and roll"

. Dutch soprano·Elly Ameling will appear Sunday, _October 25
at 7 p.m. in the
Johnson Theater ~f
)

Paul Creative Arts

Building .. For ticket inform~ion~ call the UNH Tick~t ·office at 862-2290.

This tiny i nroad into the
mystery of Mr. Berry is · just
about the extent to which the
audience _is <!lllowed to approach
the great m an. In his p roducing
cap ac i ty, he seems to ha ve
scree ned out th e p e r so na l de t ails , t he t rue to life d ram a,
almost the very esse_nce ·of the,
musi c. Occasion a lly t his dry
view of Chuck Berry, Businessman, proves hysterically fupny,
. as in the discussion about the

that it came put almost mediocre
selling price of Cadillacs, but
stands
as a near insult.
more often the viewer feels
subject to aprolonged tease, ·a nd ,
exits the theater without a better
Hail/ Hail! Rock 1N 1 Roll
·idea of what makes Chuck tick.
I
could have been a smash, a
tribute to one of the foremost
in the paqtheon of pop gods,
but in spite of the occasionally
blistering tunes, the wide variety
of contributo.rs, and the wellObviously,.this is exactly what
Berry wants the world to see,
crafted production o.f both film
and that's .a shame. In keeping , and m:usic, the overall affect is
director Taylor Hackford on . -only adequate.
such a short leash, choosing to
showcase Bruce Springsteen for
example (which incited comments like "Go back to New
Je r,sey!" and assorted unprintables from the crowd) at the
(conti'nued from page 18)
expense of his own. family, and
completely ignoring the wealth
The record's six other tunes,
of older film <;:lips and recordnine others on cass'e tte or CD
ings, Chuck Berry does himself
(aarrgh!), are also delightfu l
a_ huge· disservic;e and the resl!llt- _slices of what Time magaz1ne
last year called·simply "BoDeans ·
Rock," a generic te r m which
tney believe will be<;ome commonplace. lt's hard not to _a gree
ing limited scope will inevitahly wi th them. W ith the ba n d
disappoint hi~ fa ns. AdmittedJy, jo i n 1ng U2 on the. ro ad n ex t
the King of Rock' n'Roll ( a<;cord- . week and this record set to shoot
i~g to Jerrylee's mama, anyway; up the ~harts with alf the speed
I always thought Elvis was it ) of Vince Coleman, they should
is a form idible subject to take become a household word
on, but with t h'e cooperation and quicker than Jose Uribe. They'll
talent that went into this movie, be Outside Looking In no more.

BODEANS-
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Enjoy
Safer Sex ·
QUALITY TROJAN ® BRAND·

Condoms by Mail!
. Total Confidentiality is Assured!

~Y JeffMacNel/y

SHOE

No one needs to know. · Now you can
purchase quality Trojan® Brand Condoms
discreetly and confidentially through the
mail. All orders shipped immediately* in
_., ·· ·
plain wrapper.
Send check or money order to:' ~· ·'"' · ~
P.O. Box 142A
MN 56651
GM'S COmpany;' · Lengby,

Please rush in plain wrapper:
1
□ 9 to; S6.00
' ci 3for s2.25

□ 24 for s12:oo

12 for s7_50
· Add $1 .00 for shipping and handling
D 6 for s4_25

□

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

. Address _·_ _ _,...___ __

· _
City _ _ _ _ State_

Zip_

"Allow 7 additional days for·orders accompanied
·by personal.check.
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by Bill Watterson

. For your convenienc e, Kinko's
is open ea rl y, open late, and
open weekends.
Low Prices
Fast service
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·,81001,11 -C ounty C~ll.ectio~
TOUR CITIES LISTED
ON BACK OF SHIRT

WORLD TOUR
White T-Shirt
Qt y ___:.__Size(s) ___ _

MOK QUEST-OPUS · GOES HOKE

BILLY i THB BOIBGBRS BOOTLBG

Berke Breathed's latest
book - peraona1iy autographed
by tbe autbor, exclusively
from Guy Glenn Graphics.
Also includes a 45 record
with the hits "BILLY & THE
BOINGERS" & "U STINK BUT I

Beautifully photographed
calendar and story of Opus'
trip to Antartica to search
for his mom.
Personally
autographed by Berke Breathed,
exclusively from Guy Glenn
Graphics.

ORAL BILL
White T-Shirt
Qty _____ Size(sL __ _

LOVE YOU" :.

List Price
· $7.95
Plus Postage $1.50

~

List Price ·
Plus Postage

Fundanwntalli,

®ralr&tll

Qty. _ _

$7. 95
$1.50

/" Qty._·_

._ OPUS

•

•

'·'111

•<•~?--";~ '. .
-_ ·-

,~:~~~

PlNGUIN LUSl

- ·,-.

'

I

.

PENGUIN LUST
Wtlite T-Shirt
Qty _____ Size(sL--White Sweatshirt
Qty _____ Size(s )___ _

Lt. Grey T-Shirt
Qty __ ___ Size(s)._ __ _
.White Sweatshirt
Qfy _____ :;Hze(s)_ __ _

HEAVY METAL OPUS
White _T-Shirt
Qfy _____ Size(s)_ __ _

...;,

.

O~IGINAL BILL THE CAT
Lt. Grey T-Shirt
Qty.:.. ___ Si zels)_ __ _
White Sweatshirt
Qty ___ .:__sizelsL __ _

White Sweatshit"t
0 t y. ____ size(s) ___ _

50/;P MY 501/t.
10.~K N' f<lJf,t

STARSHIP ENTERPOOP
White T-Shirt
Qty _____ Size(s)_ __ _

NEW BILL THE CAT
Lt. Grey T-Shirt
Qfy _____ Size(sJ_..:_ __

Wt-)ite Sweatshirt
Qty _____ Size(s)_ __ _

White Sweatshit"t
Qty _____ Size(sL.: __

Tees: S,
_ _ VISA _ _ MASTERCARD _ _ EXP.DATE
NUMBER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
NAME_·- - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - SIGNATURE _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - - - - ' - - - - SHIP TO: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

"'1, L, XL

Sweats: M, L, XL

$12.45 ea. postpaid
$22.45 ea. postpaid

CO residents add 4.1 % sales tax.
J'.llow 4-6 we~ks d~livery for personal ch~~ks.

MAIL TO:,
GUY GLENN GRAPHICS .
DEPT. -8·5
P.O. BOX 3953
EVERGREEN , CO 80439-3430
· (303) 674-8667.

.,
;
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By Leigh Rubin

Rubes®
/

"Say, old boy ... you in the mood to try something gnu?"

,

)·

· ·. TICKETS STILL ·AVAILABLE
t

.

•

.

'

Ti·ckets Availa ble at the MUB Ticke t Office

.• ·. • ·· Stude nts $11.50
·· Non-s tuden ts $15.00
''

.

-IDs Will ·Be Checked At The -Door
NO::Alcohol, Cameras, or Recof ding Equipment · ·
'

..

.
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CLASSIFIED.
J

1 Bed{oom apartment - Main St., Durham.
$600/per mon\h and electric (h·e qt included). Call 868-2621' for more info.
N e w two be d r o om a pa rt m e n t
550.00/month for two people(or married
w/sma_ll child) Cathedral ceiling, fully
applianced kitchen w_/D.W. In Durham,
UNH walking distance. Call soon 868-2062
(off street parking and laundry facilities
. included).

Shoo bee doo whap with the Notables and
the UNH Jazz groups in the Johnson
Theater.-.Saturday Oct. 17, 8:00 P.C.A.C.
Go see the NH Notables, The Jazz Vocal
Ensemble and a jazz combo Homecoming
Night. Saturday .Oct. 17 8:00 in the Johnson
Theater-PCAC
FREE MOVIE: "Light of Day" Thursday night
atMidnight i'n the Strafford room. Starring
Micnael J. Fox and Joan Jett! Compliments
. of MUSO (originally scheduled for Sat. nite.
10/17)

B~fore you party, ... go see the Homecom1m1
Jazz Concert in the Johnson Theater, 8:00
tomorrow night. New Hampshire Notables,
UNI-! Jazz Vocals and more,.

For sale, 1982 Pontiac T-1 000 Standard,
4 door in excellent condition. $1 700 or best
offer. 742-0001

Dynamic VR 27SG Giant Slalom skiis. 21 o
cm. Marker M40, bindings used forcrnly
6 runs. Like new $225 or 8.0 , 742-1230.

t-tey youl Improve your IMAGE. Be see-n
" w/Spuds McKenzie at Stuart Shaines, Sat.
Oci. 1Tih
.
.

MAX CREEK tickets will be on sale soon
at the MUS Ticket office. Oct. 23, 7:30 p.m
$5 students w /ID & $7 non -s tudent s.
Contact MUSO fo( more info.

Solomon SX90 ski boots. Excellent cQndition. Solomon size 355, fits ten and ahalf
to eleven and aha If. $140. 742-1230

If you are getting a double message from
·a woman , speak up and cla[ify what she
wants. If you finq yoursEJlf in a situation
· with a woman wrno is unsure about having
sex or is saying NO, back off.

MAX CREEK tickets will be on sale soon
at the MUS Tic ket office. Oct. 23, 7:30 f:J .m.
$5 students w/lD . & $7 non-students
Contact MUSO for more info.
1981 Diesel Chevette, 4 door, no -rust, good
tirn s, new brakes, always starts 70,000
miles. Asking $1500. Call (603) 447-5751.
1985 Cavalier Wagon. Automatic am/fm
stereo cassette. Undercoated, new exhaust, good tires, just tuned - "Cream Puff".
care. Asking $4000 (59,000 miles). Days
(6Q3) 447-5373.
1981 Chevrolet Chevette, Exce llent condition. No rust. $950.00. Call Jeff at 8683050.
1983 Honda Prelude. Sunroof, AM-FM
Stereo, si Iver, exce I lent condition.
$4,900.00. Call 603-431-3593
'81 Suzuki: GS550LZ. Good Running
Condition. New Chain and Sprocket. Free
Winter $torage Available. $800. Call Scott
at 862-44.29.
Mazda GLC Luxury Edition. 15,000 miles.
A_C, sunroof, AM/FM cassette. Mint condition. Asking $5,500 (negotiable) . Call
Kelly 868-6169.
1978 Toyot~ Corona Wagon ..Good condition. Runs well. AM/FM. $750.00 or .b.est
offer. Call 749-4321.

1975 Dodge Dart Sport, 3 speed. Runs
excellent, new exhau~t. AM ~ FM ste~eo;
$1000 or 8 .0. call: 868-3137 (Jim)
1982 Chevy Chevette; 46,000 miles; 4-door.
CallSarah 526-4490.

r

l .' . ~P~di
HE

FRESHMEN CAM.P 40-1 IS LOOKING FOR
A NEW CLASS OF COUNSELORS!! APLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN RM 135 IN
THE ~UB (CAMP OFFICE) HIT AWAYIII
WANTED: PERSONAL CARE ATTENDENT. $6/HR. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. HOURS NEGOTIABLE. EASY
WORK. GREAT BOSS. CAL(- DAN AT 6924764.
· Homeworkers wa.n t,ed! Top pay! c.1. 121
24th Ave.; N.W. Suite 222, Norman, O.K.
73o59

C"'.PER~!~!!~,
, Hi Chris!!I Hope you find a ride! Have a wild.
day ar:d · get psyched for tonight .. see ya ,
L

WARNER IS A WEENIEl!II
DEATH TO THE SENATE SLIME!!!I
Tim and Darren, Saturday night, Sig - Ep!
Hockey, Baseballl See you on the slopes!
Don't be strangers1 Sandra,#C-6.

HEY HALL HOUSE. What's liappening?
_L_iv_e_it_u_p_!_Lo_v_e_L~-'-'- - - - - - - - - ' FELICIA, hi!!! Don't .;;orry so much, it's not

Don't say 'NO' to CASH, FRIENDS, and
an EXCUSE not to study! Join the Philbrook
team at $4.35/hr. Flexible hours!
WANTED PERSONAL CARE ATTENDENT.
$6/hr. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.

good for y.ou! Get psyched for tonight...and
_S_M_IL_E_!~
!! _lo_v_e,_L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Congratulations Stacey K. in your new
position as Asst. Business Manager of The
New Hampshire! Love, the Notes.

HOURS· NEGOTIABLE. EASY W,OR~.
. GREAT BOSS. CALL DAN AT 692-4764.
EVENINGS.

Ken- I am so excited that you're finally with
me! But whether ·you're a thousand miles
away or standing by my side, you are

The UNH Vocal Jazz Ensemble will be · '84 VW GTI, 5-speed, factory sunroof, ·
Personal Care Attendant needed: to assist
alway~ a part of me and my Jove is always
performing. live in the Johnson theater.! Go
silver/ blue, Alloy wheels , rear wiper,
on weekends, female quadriplegic with
just as strong. Get ready to be.overwhelmed
see the·m tomorrow, Sat. Oct 17 atr8 :90
,$4,800- Call in Berwick, ME eves. 207 ~698by my passions which have lain dormant.
daily activities. $6.00/hr. Flexible hours/
with_ the NH Notables and a jazz combo.
4514 _
on Kari-Van route. Call Shelley after 5 p.m.
these past two months! I love you ~en.
Be there!
.
-------------at 742-3911.
. Yours always, Christine
1980 Chevy Impala, blue, 72k miles, good
FREE MOVIE: "Ught of Day" Thursday night
condition, dependable, SJilOW tires. Call
· Art department needs models ~ HISCOTT!!(SMILE!LOVEYOU,L
at Midnight in the Strafford room. Starring
Doug at 749-5948, evenings. $1900.
$7.00/hr/nude; $3.50/hr/portrait. Call · WATCH OUT .FOR MONSTtRGAMS!!!!
Michael J. Fox and Joan Jett! Compliments
Patricia Short: 2190.
Olympus 10 camera WI 50 MM lense, T20
of MUSO (originally scheduled for Sat. nite
Chi O e!~oges- You guys are the best- keep
ro; 17) ,,
flash, Vivitar zoom 75-205 MM, cover and
it up! _Have an awesome Homecoming
P'art time : ·stable help. GREi:N ACRES
case- $235. Call K~thy 603-4 7 4-3885
weekend- lookout for the funnel! Love, the
STABLES (4 mi. from campus) is always
Alumni, Friends, Students wanted ... to come
or603-474-9571
sisters ofChi-O.
looking for help. $3.50/ hr starting. Please
--------'------to the Homecoming Jazz Concert at 8:00
. _ ,_••~- in ;the ,J,Qhn~.q_n.;~~~~:lr_ tp .fTlm[.P,y-'•.,r:J.i.9.h,!;. 1985 Mazda GLC Luxury edition. Sunfoof, · call Dennis 742-3377.
_Tim, V~rn. C.Ylfeed,.~olJ,n, Deb ... EA,: MORE
7
BROWNIES!!! -.. - ": . ,. . -- .
. ..
· $_4 alumni, students and seniors; $5 general .;,. ;i:i:c.;·arri7fm f:i:\ss~tte:· 1-6·,'ouo miles. M.friti-~o Compe~sated Position~ ;;:;ill be oppublic.
condition. 5 speed. Asking $5500 (negotening in M.IJSO for next semester, as
DO DO O ~at much popcorn? You San·
iable) Kelly- 868-6169
.
Production/Security Directors, for more
Diego wench, where are the juicy letters?.
C, meet me at the Notables Concert.
BMW H90/6 motorcy1I:le, full front fairing, ,
info. contact Leslie or Mike in the MUSO
We rmiss you. Love the pictures, Love De,
Johnson Theatre PCAC 8:00 t~morro·w
rear storage box and 2 rear soft lfags,
office Room 148 MUS or call 862-1485.
AptA3
night. The Jazz · singers and t he Jazz
25,000 miles, tuned, ready to tour. $2250.
ATTENTION DECEMBER GRADS: If you
GQ!Tlbos will be there too. See you there.
Call
evenings
in
Berwick
207-698-4514
.
. N.·
have a compr.e hensive background in
·1980 Honda Civic- 2 door. $750 or best . . either COMPUTER SCIENCE, ACCOUNTCome s~e ~ show.with Piza;zz! Tomorrow
offer. 130,000 with a litJle rust. Call 6521~ . MARKETING, OR MANAGEMENT,
night ,at 8:00 i~ the Johnson Theater! The .
7126.
AIESEC may q·e. able to match you with
' N~w Hampshir,e _Notables, The Jazz Vocal
a paid traineeship in one ·of 64 countries!
1984 VW Rabbit GTI, 5 speed, factory
Ensemble and The Jazz Combo.
Time is r·unning out- contact AIESECsunroof, Alloy wheels, silver/blue. $4800.
Kirsten- SMILE- I love you . From the guy
IMMEDIATELY- at 862-1972 or in Rm.
Call evenings in Berwick 207-698-4514 .
. who never .smiles, but will now. No more
5A McConnell.
fighting . .
SOLOMON SX 90 SKI BOOTS. Excellent
FRESHMEN CAMP 401 IS LOOKING-FOR .
condition . Solomon size 355, fits 10 1 /2BA- I know it's tough and .I really do
A N.EW CLASS OF COUN.SELOR5!! AP11 1 /2. $140. Call 742-1230. _
understand. I'm l:lere if you need me. Love.PLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN RM 135
DYNAMIC VR 27SG Giant Slalom Ski'isthe guy with the toothpick
.
IN
THE
MUS
(CAMP
OFFICE)
HIT
AWAY!!!
'1986 Yugo, excellent condition. Only 8,000
210 cm, Marker M40 binding~. used for
Congratulations
Lianne
Prentice
on remiles. AM/FM cassette stereo, 2 door-; 4 only 6 runs- like new. $225 or ·s.O. call? 42ceiving GREEK WOMAN OF THE YEAR!!
speed. Asking $2,600. Call at 888-5732.
1239.
We Jove you Lianne!.Love, the sisters of
Phi Mu.
,

(
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By GARY LARSON
Desperately see.king my Macintosh. software that was lost/stolen on Sunday in
the library- top floor, PLEASE PLEASE
return the three disks labe,led 'Spread
sheets','Word Processil),g','Case Studies'.
They have extreme personal value. mail
to: 261 Forest Park, Durham, NH 03824.

meet new people!_ Make new friends!
Rush SAE Little Sisters! Open Rush Monday
Oct. 19th 8-10 P.M.
· interested in international! issues? Dream
of someday being a high-level diplomat?
Discover your potential through the
MODEL-UNITED NATION_S, where you can
be part of a UNH "foreign delegation" to
national U.N. simulations. Meeting: Tues.
20th, 7:30, Horton 206, or contact Wendy
at 868-7565.
Missed the first SAE Little Sister Rush?
We're having two more open rushes!
Monday Oct. 19th; theme: "What I want
· to be when I grow up" and Wednesday Oct.
21st; theme: "You can leave your hat on .. .' '.
See you there!

1

Giraffe beach parties

Cm~'~;:;
SAE Little..Sisters Op en Rush 8~10 P.M.
Monday Oct. 19th. Theme: "What I want
to be when I grow up." Come join the fun!

Wanted: Infamous Blonde Bomb~hell, akas
Ms. Carrie Keating. Have you dropped-into
working world oblivian_? If anyone has seen
her, please inform her that Christine, her
former roommate from 42 Be)knap Street,
is expecting to see her·s6on1
I- do want you to be happy., Take c-are of
yotJrself.
Happy 19.th Birthday to Sue in Fairchild
from your favorite roommate Stacy and
your friend Pam.
Ceec;:ho-When present you are loved;when
absent you are loved more. Have aa happy
birthdayTII be thinking of you. Ca
.

The 19B Ad: Mary- if nothing else, we look .. Princess, congratulations _on our 200 ..Let's
good. Steffie- RIBBIT..RISBIT..RIBBIT. :
keep.-it going. I Love You. Love Ernie._
(SNIFF .. SNIFF .. SNIFF ... WHO YACKED?)KEITH HARING IS A WEAS~l TOO. ,
Carrie·
·

·'

.•

You simpering SENATE SWINE have
uttered your last pathetic oiriks! I'm going
to enjoy watching your contorted little faces
squi,rm in pain as you are turned slowly
over the scorching flames of hlimilfa-tion
and defeat on the spit of our superior, skill
and sportsmanship : (That's a barbecue
metaphor, Weenie.)

Cqngratulations Linda DeRossi on receiving GREEK SCHOLAR!! We love you Linda!
Love, t_he sisters of Phi Mu.
To the New Big 1and Little Sisters of Phi ·
Mu: Here's to a semester filled with lpve,
fun, and laughs. Love, Beth
Stace and Mush, Say goodbye to an
exciting apartment life. I guess it's just going
to be normal now. No more grape Calvin
Wine Coolers or electric guitars. Who's
going to force feed us? I guess everything
is for the best. I'm too young to be Mrs.
McGee. I love you guys. The blonde version
of Jerk.
Steve- Your wish may come true someday
soon- who knows? Love- Your favorite girls
from Rosemary (OH PHYLLIS!) . P.S. Hi
Leroy!
·

We came, we saw, we kic·ked your,-Senate
butts! And we're gonna do it_again! ·
Rodler, you owe me a six-pack! It better
be a good brand, too : You'll neve~ get 5
RBls--you'll be lucky if you get 1! Ha.!'Kumar
the Invincible.
All right, Senate scumbuckets, be prepared
to eat softball! We're gonna totally ciemolish
you whining wimps for the second week
in a row. We know we· won, and you ~now
we won. You guys be ifffn'! Gould ,- you're gonna go down in flames
today! We are gonna kick your ·ass frbrn .
here to Pomona! r doh't know where that
is, but it's pretty far away! You are history,
pal. Your best bet is to .stay home so you
don't get hurt. Your good friends at TNH.
· Warner, you weenie, we're looking forwara
to seeing some more of your -famous errors
at third base. And your usual thre~ strikeouts should be good for some l13ughs,
too.

·. (

~&B;;

11 ...

,~llf,~,⇒,

I NEED a ride on Oct 22 or 23 to N.Y. or
N.J .' Will share expenses. Call CHRiS at
862-4426.

·sHARPP (~exual Harassment ani;J Rape
Prevention Prograr,n) is.here for you .
.
.
Do you want excitement? Have ye...,, ;,;cture
taken with $puds McKenzie at Stuart
·
Shaines on Oct. 17th.
Learn Astrology - Learn _about New Age,
Astrology and your daily Astroluck. Send
self addressed stamped envelope to: Paul
S. Gibson,-2051 Pioneer Trail L-237, New
Smyr~na Beach, FL 32069.
Voice Lessons-Classical to musical theatre. Debora Taylor Mayne, M. Music. Ten
years experience, New York and Toronto.
Call 868-2034.,
Guitar Lessons - Study with .a G.I.T. grad.
Improvisational concepts, -technique, ear
training, chords, harmony and theory, all
styles. Call 749-4780.
Bartending Course - Learn a valuable skill
for fun or profit. Prepare for a good paying .
part-time or vacation job . Get hands on·
professional training behind an actual bar,
with lots of practice time. Ws easy and tun
our way. Certificate Awarded. School is
licensed and is on UNH Kari-Van route.
Vis'itors wel-come . Evening classes . Call
or write for free brochure. Master Bartender
School, 84 M_ain St., Newmarket; NH . Tel.
659-3718.

Happy Birthday Sticky Buns!
To the best Pork-Chop Chef with

the oh so soft hair.

,,..
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UNH COUNTRY DANCERS
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CONCERT

·$60 off lSK·
- $40 off 14K
$20 off l0K
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TRADITIONAL MUSIC

1~,

FROM

-

FRANCE
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16
· 8:00 p.m.
,
AT

,

RICHARDS AUDITORIUM;
MURKIANDHALL
ADMISSION :

CO-SPONSORED RY TH F CEIi .ISi 10~ - WUNl'I q 1 :~
Funded by PFO

. m
\ :.

CJ ;(; t·J
Town and Campus

Place:

Deposit Req: $40

:-= I : I Paytnen t plans available. © 1985 Jostens, Inc.

JOSTENS
A

M

E

R

,

c

A ·

s ,

c

6

L

L

E

G

E

R

I

N

G
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WELCOME -ALUMNI ·· .
'Back to the Future' ·
The University-----of N~w -"Hampshire _
Bookstore
Store Hours Mon-Thur 8:30-6

Homeco_.m i_
n g Concert
with

Fri 8:3Q-_
5 Sat 10-4
•
•
•

UNH Glassware
UNH Adult & Childrens Clothing
Large Selection of General Books

The UNH Jazz Vocal En~emble
The New Hampshire Notables
I

UNH Jazz Combo ·

IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO ORDE-R
YO.U.R ·cLA.SS RINGS_ ·
Come see our selection of

Homecoming Night, Saturday October 17, 19fl7
Johnson Theatre, Paul Creative Arts Center
8:00 p.m.

JI RTQI ~Y.[Q

For ticket inform ation call the

ENTER OUR DRAWING FOR A
HEAVYWEIGHT HOODED
S.W EATSHIRT ON SAT, OCT.17th:
A Service of Barnes .& Noble.

l··II

'·

See -the fu ll selection of Jostens rings on display at T own and_~- am~us. A nd see _ '\\ll:
your Jostens represent~tive at: Friday, Oct. 16 1-5 p.m. Saturday, Oc.t.17 9-2 p.m; \·

UNH Students - $ 3.0Q withv,ilic_iundPrqrildll)
General - $6. 00

Buy Tickets in advance at the
Memori~l Union Ticket Office.
Remaining tickets will be sold at the door.

. . - . . ... .. .

MUB Ticket Office 862-2290

D
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FOOTB ALL--- ------

. AA·
NCAA DI.VISION IFOOTBALL POLL
\

Holy Cross (5~0)
North Texas State (S-1)
Appalachia n State. (3-2)
1) .
Eastern Kentucky (4'"_
Jacks9n State (4-Q.,l)
6. NE Louisiana (4-1)
James Madison (4~1)
. 8,~Georgia Southern (4-2)
9~ Westernllli nois (5-1) .10. ·NE\1/ HAMPSHIR E (3~1)

1.
2.
3.
4.
·5~

(continued from page 28)
and all he did was carry the ball be looking at a whole new back," said Bowes. "We don't
26 times good for 135-yards and offensive scheme. "It does take want to rush Todd at ali."
Maine is still sitting o~ top
two touchdowns. About the only a whil~ to get adjusted' to the
thing he didn't do was sell wishbone," said Bowes. 'Tm in the Yankee Conference standconfident that our linebackers· ings with a 3-0 mark. The Black
popcorn in the stands.
Bears have managed to lose fo
Wishbone U ., however, is can do the job."
Last year's NU game (a 24- . the right teams-non-conference
hitting Durham at a time when
the defense is playing at its peak. • 21 UNH win) took its toll on ones. The Bears' two losses have
In its ·last two games, the the Wildcats as now St. Louis come to Towson .State and
Wildcats have intercepted eight · Cardinal Ilia Jarostchuk was Northeas.tern.
The Wildcats are 2-1 in the
passes. Currently, they rest sidelined for the year with a torn
comfortably _a top the Yankee bicep muscle and Chris Braune conference with their only loss
comirig to Richmond in the.first .
Conference defensive standings also was injured.
The extra week of practice game of the season. Richmond
· · wit}i ·only 234 yards/game
was welcomed by t,wo of UNH' s . stands 3-1 in the rankings .and
yielded.
The key question is, however, defensive frontmen. Senior tri- pre-season favorite UMass is ·
· how well the UNH linebackers captain Paul Boulay and Kevin poking· along with a 1-3 confercan pick apart the wishbone. Doherty have apparently com- ence mark.
· While it will be interesting ;
"We have 'to be well-disciplined pletely recovered from their
on option responsibilities," said injuries and will see some action. to see if all the generous,
There will also be a familiar · donating alumni put up with
Bowes: "We'll put two guys on
their fullbacks, one on Rodri- face back in uniform for the first state troopers, Durham Police,
guez,. and one to watch for the · time in.Jive weeks. Todd Ur- a11d Public S-afety; it will also
banik; last s.eason's Mr ..Short be interesting to watch UNH' s
quick pitch."
UNH's only linebacker who Yardage, will suit up but may ·. defense cope with the wislibone.
has seen the wishbone is senior · not see action._"Right now, Mike
Scott Curtis. Will Tychsen ~ill Ryan's our number two tail-

Fullback forced
into nets, 'Cats lose
. to ·Dartm outh, 4-0
.

'

By Scott Bemiss
and the "second at 29:25. ··l3~th .
All season, the Wildcats have w.,ere assisted by Chris Frisina.
"Their first goal was our
outclassed their opponents
through a lot of determination mistake but the second was
and · a little luck in keeping . cheap," said Brennan. "We
players oH the injured list. Their really dominated. It wa~ frus. gutsy play .was clearly visible trating to work your butt off and
against Da_rtmouth on Wednes~ then to get down by two goals;
day but .t he luck with injuries that really takes the win,d out
of you."
fin ally' ran out.
, "I knew we could have beaten
. With a total of five goa_lies
watc~ing the garh~ from the them if we were.healthy. We
sidelines, the latest victim bein,g can't blame Mike for the loss.
· freshman standout Eric Stinson, He tried his best."
Gromko irnmediately felt
' UNH was forced to place a
what it was like to be the hero
fullback in between the posts.
The fullback was junior Mike one day and not the next. "It
, Gromko. He made his first was tough being the hero one
debut against .UVM and played day and ~ goat the next," said
outstanding with eight saves. Gromko. "I gave it my best and
But Gromko isn't a goalie, and the team was very understandhe did his besno keep the ball ing. They did their best at
out of the net. The final score . cheering me up but the sco.re
should have been one or two to
read Dartmouth 4, UNH 0.
''Mike did the best he could," nothing at most."
"(Senior Doug) Stang played
said sophomore Scott Brennan.
"Be did better than me or well along with (junior Shawn)
anyone else on the team could Day. They lead the defense,"
have, but we really need Eric added Gromko. "-As a goalie, I
·. see the whole field and. it's my
or Chris (Jay) back."
As· usual, UNH dominated job to keep talking to the
the first half but the opportun- fullbacks."
~ Gromko continued by sating,
ities just weren't falling. At
28:43, Dartmouth scored their 'T d like a chance to redeem
first and only legitimate goal myself. Both Chris and Eric were
behind me 100%. I made stupid
by Andrew Wiese.
Qnly two and a half minutes mental mistakes. I'm only hu,.
,lat'er, Dartmouth got on the . man, but ·I still shouldn't have
board once again. The interna- made those mistakes."
It is still up-in the air whether
tional duo of Fraser Leversedge
and Vladira Stanojovic com- Stinson will start again~t Boston
bined for· the second Big Green University on Tuesday . Head
i"Coach Ted Garber was unavailscore.
. ''Their first goal was good, able fpi comment. Either way,
but.. stupid plays caused the last look for UNH to come out fired
three," said goalie Gromko. "On up.
The Wildcats now ·stand at
the second, I was expecting a
cross pass and it e;aught me off 7-3-1 and have a shot at tying
guard. It was a mental error on · the record for wins ·in a season
my part."
if they take their last three
In the second half, Dartmouth games. Dartmouth now stands
tok the wind out,of the Wildcats' at .6-0-.1 and .will improve their
>sails with two goals by Richie nation.al ranking.
Graham. The first came it 19:04
.
...
"·

.

The men's soccer team was shut out by the Big Green of Dartmouth, 4-0. Their record riow
drops to 7-3-1. (Craig Parker photo)

---------~--~HOCKEY ~

.

~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • 4~ • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~

~ Winter sports a.re :just around the~ ''
~ borner. If .you feel .like writi~g about~
~ · 't hem; stop by·The New Hampshire -·, • · ~
·········································~·-··~···~··············

NCAA. DlVlSI ON I
HOCKEY
RANKINGS
.

'

(c~ntinued from page 28)

said.
The goal was a pretty one as
Mercier .passed to McBarron off
. a·corner opportunity and McBarron blasted it home to give the
· . 'Cats all they would need ..UNH easily held on for the
rest of the contest.
UNH will attempt t9 imprqve their 6~3-1 r_ecord and
their ··number six ranking at
, , , , . , , h¢111e. on ~attudai ~gaii1st ,
UMa:ss. · The Minu·temen are
third in the region, 16th in the
nation, and historicaHy this has
always been _a big rivadr,

1. Providence (11-0-1)
2.-North Carolina (8-1)
3.- West Chester (10-1-1)
.
4. Maryland (7-3-1)
5~· Old Dominion (8-3~2)
6 . .NEW HAMPStflR E (6~3-1)
7. ~onnecticu t (4:1-2) ·
8. Virginia (8-2)
9. Delaware (7-1-2)
10. Iowa (12-3) ·

Team takes

on ·#16

UM.ass

S~turdayat 12:oo ·
"
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Spo s
Lat e her oics lift Lad y 'Ca ts pclst Gre en
By John Kelley
goaltender K~ren Hartwig the
. People were laughing at the 'Cats were unable to score.
Both Bilinski and McBarron
Dartmouth football team three
weeks ago when they came to were robbed 0£,goals in the first
Durham. But Wednesday, with half. "The game could have been
a tie score and a mere seven 3-0 but the goaltender played
minutes remaining, no one was great," Didio said. "There were
laughing at the Big Green's field a couple of shots ,I thought were
hockey team as they were giving · in but her leg came out of no
where to stop .them."
the Wildcats a battle.
In the second half-, UNH
Fortunately , senior Karen
McBarron sent 'Cat fans home continued to dominate the consmiling, at least, by scoring a test but they still were unable
goal from the left corner to give to score. Most of the opportunUNH a 1-0 victory over the Ivy ities were created by Lori Mercier and Shelly Robinson.
Leaguers from Hanover.
"The forwards did an excelD artmouth is certainly no
pushover in field hockey as they lent job of coming back to the
are first in the competitive Ivy ball," Didio said.
The Big Green did hav.e a
League. Wednesday's game was
the first time they have been flourish for about ,three minutes
in the second half. In this time
shut out all year.
UNH played very well at all · they had several corner opporends of the field, and they tunities but the UNH defense
did not allow them rriany shots
needed to.
"I was pleased with our pos- on goal.
The Wildcats decided to take
session by our forwards and
backs," head coach Marisa Didio control with fifteen minutes
said. ''Also, our concentratio n . remaining, as the midfield play
The field hockey te.am took on Dartmouth Wednesday and won in the waning moments on
once again was devistating. It
.
,
was very good."
a goal by Karen McBar'r on. (Craig Parker photo)
The 'Cats started out fast by remained that way for the rest
HOMECOMING GAME VS. NORTHEASTERN
applying pressure and not al- of the contest.
Did10 realizing thanhe game
lowing Dartmouth many opportunities . The midf ielders, es- was winding down and that her
pecially Peggy Bilinski and Kate team needed a score decided to
Dumphy, playeq. excellently as substitute a fourth forward into
they rarely let the ball get by the game to make her team
more aggressive. That proved By Rick Kampersal
them.
will be trying to stop the .potent trr.o w better. ~'Lea_ry threw
offe'nse of Northeast- m.;iybe four or five times, but "Kate is coming irl-to her own to be the key substition as four
,wishbone
At 1:00 this Saturday, while
this,kid threw it 13 times and
and she played very w~ll," Didio minutes later McBarron scored. good old Mr. Haaland and his . ern. ·
"We started this (having four enthusiastic crew of law ens_a id. "I hope her momentum
Although the loss of valuable 'the fact that they beat Maine
continues for the rest of the forwards) a couple of games ago, forcers are trying, and I emphas- quarterback Jim O'Leary (torn tells you how he did." ·
Rodriguez, it turns out, did
but this is the first time we were ize the word trying, to disperse knee ligaments) does hurt, the
season."
a little baptism into the
have
Didio
it,"
from
UNH
that
able to produce
For the rest of the half
· an angry crowd of students and Huskies proved last week
Husky wishbone.
sophisticated
are
players
replacement
their
carried the play , but due to the
team
football
UNH
alumni, the
(Mt. St. Mich;iel
school
high
In
27
page
·
I-{OCKEY,
scabs.
Dartmo.uth
not exactly
excellent play of
O'Leary, who led the team in HS in the Bronx, so you know
he's tough) he ran it as well.
scoring last season (60 points)
Also aiding the running game
and is a master of the wishbone,
a pair'of fullbacks th.at worry
are
Young~town
the
in
w~nt down
,Bowes.Junio r Mike White, who
sophogave
This
game.
State
...._
more Rich Rodriguez, a rela - rushed for 204 yards in his first
Bryan
Larry
tively untested thrower, the varsity appearance last season.,
Old Grad
Air Kamp Bopper McElreavey Alexander Jay Kumar
opportunity to start. He made has been running well and is
slated to star:t. '
·
the most of it.
"They've also got Scott (Hayards
66
for
ran
Rodriguez
Northeastern
rold, backup fullback) who can
also
and
wishbone
the
of
out
UNH
,
UNH
UNH
UNH
UNH
UNH
at UNH
managed to gain 83 by air·. ·r.un," said Bowes. Scott started
week against the Black Bears
"O'Leary may be a little better
UMass at
krunner," said UNH coach Bill
UConn
UMass
-UConn
UConn
UMqSS
'Bowes, "but Rodriguez can FOOTBA~L , page 27
UConn
UConn

UNH take s on the wish bon e
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MORNING LINE

last

William and Mary
at De laware

Delaware .VV&M

Wm. & Mary

Delaware .

Delaware

-

Richmond at
_Maine

Maine

Maine

Richmond

URI at BU

URI

URI

BU

Yale at
Columbia

Yale

Yale

Penn State
at Syracuse

Delaware

..

.

Co'iumbia

I

Maine

Maine

Rich177ond

BU

BU

BU

Yale

· Yale

Yale

Penn St.

Penn St.

.
Penn St.

Syracuse

Penn St.

Syracuse

Due to our astonish ing success as prognost icators; we decided
the _line this week. Columbi a coach Larry
to put a sur,e win
McElreavey, whose team has lost 35 straight ga~es, has to be✓,the
only person in America picking the Lions. With our luck,_they
will prob~bly witt. Also joining the J.VIorning Line are news editors

in

Bryan Alexand er and Jay Kumar.
f

UNH wide receiver Chris Braune has been on quite a roll lately .
.(Craig Parker file photo)

